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General introduction
Financial derivatives bare risk. Market models have been developed with the ob-
jective to provide a foundation for their valuation, for determination of hedging
strategies and for risk assessment. Market deregulation, technical progress, glob-
alization and increasing economic efficiency have led to more complex financial
market models and financial derivatives. For the valuation of financial derivatives
and for the determination of (optimal) hedging strategies sophisticated numerical
methods are required.
This dissertation contributes to optimization in finance through numerical methods.
The input consists of two parts:
• Optimized hedges for options We propose a numerical method to compute
a trading strategy for the hedging of a financial derivative with N hedging
instruments. The underlying mathematical framework is local risk minimiza-
tion in discrete time. The method combines Monte Carlo simulation with
least squares regression in analogy to the method of Longstaff and Schwartz
[LS98].
• Optimized options for hedging We propose an optimal control approach for
the optimization of European double barrier basket options. The basket con-
sists of two assets. The objective is to control the payoff and the rebate at
the upper barrier such that the delta of the option is as close as possible to
a predefined constant. This gives rise to a control constrained optimal con-
trol problem for the (two-dimensional) Black-Scholes equation with Dirichlet
boundary control and finite time control.
Risk and hedging
Broadly speaking, risk is the potential that a chosen action leads to an undesired
state. A unique definition is missing. In finance, risk arises typically if one makes
an investment or holds a portfolio whose future value is not known. One may
distinguish between downside risk if the value is less than expected and upside
risk if the value is larger than expected. The hedging of a portfolio requires the
identification of the risk sources.
Let Πt be the value of a portfolio at time t where 0 ≤ t ≤ T and T ∈ R+.
Furthermore, let F be a risk source with size Ft at time t, 0 ≤ t ≤ T . The current
value Π0 = Π0(F0) is known but not the future values Πt = Πt(Fτ ; 0 ≤ τ ≤ t),
0 < t ≤ T . Hedging Π refers in our understanding to any action which reduces the
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dependence/sensitivity of the portfolio value Πt to F . Commonly, the action is the
inclusion of financial products into the portfolio.
Sensitivity measures and neutral portfolios
Let Π be a portfolio which consists of a financial derivative with underlying asset S.
The underlying is risky and has stochastic volatility σ. The size of S, σ at time t,
0 ≤ t ≤ T , is St, σt. The portfolio value Πt is stochastic and has functional repre-
sentation Πt = Πt(St, σt) where Πt : R2+ → R is twice continuously differentiable in
the first variable and one times continuously differentiable in the second variable,
0 ≤ t ≤ T . Three of the most famous sensitivity measures are the Greeks
∆t :=
dΠt
dS
(delta)
Γt :=
d2Πt
dS2
(gamma)
κt :=
dΠt
dσ
(vega)
where 0 ≤ t ≤ T . More about sensitivity measures and Greeks can be found in
[Wil07]. The portfolio is called deltagamma
vega
 neutral at (t, S, σ) if
∆t(S, σ) = 0Γt(S, σ) = 0
κt(S, σ) = 0
 .
The size of ∆t, Γt and κt at (t, S, σ) is the delta, gamma and vega exposure of the
portfolio at (t, S, σ), respectively. Reduction of delta, gamma and vega exposure
refers to reduction in absolute value of delta, gamma and vega exposure, respec-
tively. Figure 0.1 illustrates the sensitivity reduction by ∆-hedging. The ∆-hedged
portfolio is ∆-neutral at time 0 and stock price S0.
1. Optimal dynamic hedging
Let H be a hedging objective. That is a cash flow at time T which is unknown
at time t < T . The cash flow is for instance the payoff of a European option with
maturity T . There are M risk sources F 1, . . . , FM with size F 1t , . . . , F
M
t at time
t, 0 ≤ t ≤ T . An investor who has to provide H (at time T ) and has lower risk
aversion is tempted to hedge this position. Let V be a hedge portfolio. There are
N hedging instruments X1, . . . , XN with size (price) Xnt at time t where 0 ≤ t ≤ T
and 1 ≤ n ≤ N . At time t, 0 ≤ t ≤ T , the portfolio value is Vt and the portfolio
consists of ϑnt risky assets X
n where 1 ≤ n ≤ N and ηt riskless assets with value 1.
Basically, the problem is how to choose (η, ϑ) := (ηt, ϑt)0≤t≤T .
This problem has been extensively studied in the last decades and is still active
research. The approaches which have been suggested differ in the conditions on
2
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(a) Π0(S) on small scope
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∆-hedged
(b) Π0(S) on large scope
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S0
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3S0
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∆-hedged
Figure 0.1.: In the unhedged case: Π0(S) := −1 × H0(S) + H0(S0) × 1, i.e. the
portfolio consists of −1 options with value H0(S) and H0(S0) bonds
with value 1; in the ∆-hedged case: Π0(S) := −1×H0(S) + ∆(S0)S +
(H0(S0) −∆(S0)S0) × 1, i.e. the portfolio consists of −1 options with
value H0(S), ∆(S0) stocks with value S and H0(S0)−∆(S0)S0 bonds
with value 1. The results have been obtained for the Black-Scholes
model with parameters r = 0.05 (interest rate), σ = 0.3 (volatility),
T = 1 (maturity), K = 100 (strike), S0 = 100 and payoff function
ϕ(x) = max(K − x, 0).
the parameters, the set of admissible strategies and the criteria which determine
(optimal) (η, ϑ).
One of the first, simplest and most prominent approach is the Black-Scholes method-
ology [BS73] which is actually a pricing concept. The hedging strategy is a by-
product. In the classical model the hedging objective is a European option with
underlying risky asset. The risky asset is the only hedging instrument and the only
risk source. The hedge is perfect in the sense that no residual risk is left over.
The Black-Scholes model is what has been later called complete. In a complete
model, any contingent claim is attainable/redundant by definition. This means
that any contingent claim can be replicated by a self-financing hedging strategy
[HK79, HP81]. A strategy (η, ϑ) is called replicating if the associated portfolio value
is such that VT = H. A strategy (η, ϑ) is called self-financing if Vt = V0 +
t∫
0
ϑτdXτ
for 0 ≤ t ≤ T .
Non redundant contingent claims exist in incomplete market models. In this case a
hedging strategy which provides no arbitrage opportunity is either self-financing or
replicating but not both. A class of hedging concepts for incomplete market models
3
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is that of quadratic hedging. The two main representatives are mean-variance
hedging and (local) risk minimization. Optimal strategies are self-financing in the
mean-variance framework and replicating in the risk minimization framework. The
risk minimization approach goes back to the diploma thesis of Schweizer [Sch84] and
the paper of Fo¨llmer and Sondermann [FS86]. Optimal strategies are determined
by minimization of a quadratic risk measure. This measure is defined as the squared
cost increment of the hedging strategy. In the sequel the risk minimization approach
has been extended to the semi-martingale case [Sch88, Sch90, Sch91] (local risk
minimization) and to discrete time hedging [SH88].
In the Black-Scholes model, the hedging strategy is explicitly given by a formula
which can be evaluated easily. In more general frameworks, the existence of an
(optimal) hedging strategy is sometimes hard to verify and there is often no explicit
formula for it. For practical purpose, however, it is important being capable to
compute the strategy. This can be the evaluation of a formula or the approximation
via a numerical method. For local risk minimization in discrete time an explicit
formula exists if there is one hedging instrument (N = 1). For general N , to our
knowledge, there is no explicit formula and there is no numerical method available
which can be used to approximate the hedging strategy. We propose a method for
the general case in this dissertation. The method is called hedged Monte Carlo.
The basic principle of the hedged Monte Carlo method
Let 0 := t0 < . . . < tk < . . . < tK = T , K ∈ N, be a finite number of time instances.
The hedge portfolio can only be rebalanced at these dates. The hedging strategy is
hence dynamic in discrete time. The hedging objective is an option with underlying
asset S and payoff H. The available hedging instruments are the underlying S and
financial derivatives Y - we set X = (S, Y ). At time tk the underlying has price Sk
and volatility σk - we set F = (S, σ). The price of the derivative Y is Yk at time tk.
It is assumed that Yk depends on Sk and σk, Yk = Yk(Sk, σk). The hedge portfolio
consists of η units of the riskless asset, ϑ1 units of the underlying asset (S) and ϑ2
derivatives Y . At time tk, k = 0, . . . ,K, the portfolio value is
Vk := ηk + ϑ
1
kSk + ϑ
2
kYk.
The local risk minimization approach amounts to consider only hedging strategies
which satisfy VK = H and (ϑ
1
0, ϑ
2
0) = (0, 0). A locally risk-minimizing strategy
(V, ϑ1, ϑ2), ηk = Vk−ϑ1kSk−ϑ2kYk, is then determined recursively backward in time
for k = K − 1, . . . , 0: find (Vk, ϑ1k+1, ϑ2k+1), such that
<
[
Vk+1 − Vk − ϑ1k+1∆Sk+1 − ϑ2k+1∆Yk+1
]2
> (1.1)
is minimized where < · > denotes the statistical average and ∆Sk+1 := Sk+1 − Sk,
∆Yk+1 := Yk+1 − Yk are the price increments of the hedging instruments.
In general it is not possible to solve problem (1.1) explicitly. In order to determine
(Vk, ϑ
1
k+1, ϑ
2
k+1) numerically we proceed similarly as Longstaff and Schwartz [LS98].
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They combined Monte Carlo simulation and least squares regression for the valua-
tion of American options. We simulate (Sk, σk) and regress Vk, ϑ
1
k+1 and ϑ
2
k+1 over
a set of basis functions
{bk,d = bk,d(s, σ) | d = 1, . . . , Dk}, k = K − 1, . . . 0
where Dk ∈ N. That means Vk, ϑ1k+1 and ϑ2k+1 are approximated by
V Dk (Sk, σk) :=
Dk∑
d=1
aVk,d bk,d(Sk, σk)
ϑD1,k+1(Sk, σk) :=
Dk∑
d=1
aϑ1,k+1,d bk,d(Sk, σk)
ϑD2,k+1(Sk, σk) :=
Dk∑
d=1
aϑ2,k+1,d bk,d(Sk, σk)
with coefficients aVk,d, a
ϑ
1,k+1,d, a
ϑ
2,k+1,d ∈ R, d = 1, . . . , Dk.
Let (S
(i)
k , σ
(i)
k ), i = 1, . . . , I, denote I ∈ N realizations of (Sk, σk), k = K − 1, . . . , 0.
Then the coefficients are determined such that
I∑
i=1
[
V Dk+1(S
(i)
k+1, σ
(i)
k+1)−
Dk∑
d=1
aVk,d bk,d(S
(i)
k , σ
(i)
k )
−
Dk∑
d=1
aϑ1,k+1,d bk,d(S
(i)
k , σ
(i)
k ) ∆S
(i)
k+1
−
Dk∑
d=1
aϑ2,k+1,d bk,d(S
(i)
k , σ
(i)
k ) ∆Y
(i)
k+1
]2
(1.2)
is minimized where ∆S
(i)
k+1 := S
(i)
k+1 − S(i)k and ∆Y (i)k+1 := Y (i)k+1 − Y (i)k . An approx-
imation to the optimal hedging strategy is then obtained by setting V DK = H and
solving (1.2) recursively backward in time.
2. Optimal control of options
Exotic options and plain vanilla options are often considered as complementary.
Plain vanilla options have a simple payoff function - in general the payoff depends
only on the value of the underlying asset at exercise time. They are commonly
exchange-traded. Exotic options are in contrast mostly found in the over-the-
counter market. They have a more complex payoff function [CS97, JYC03, Nel99,
Zha97] and are frequently tailored to the clients’ specific needs. Two popular types
of exotic options are basket options and barrier options. Basket options are options
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with two or more underlying assets1. They are often used to hedge portfolio risk.
It is in general much less expensive to buy a basket option than to buy options
on each single component of the portfolio. Barrier options are options which can
be either activated (knock in options) or deactivated (knock out options) when
the value of the underlying reaches some predetermined upper and/or lower bound
(barrier). When deactivated they become either worthless or some fixed rebate is
paid. For this reason they are in general less expensive than their counterparts
without barrier.
An (institutional) investor holds a portfolio Π which consists of α = (α1, α2) stocks
S = (S1, S2). He expects that the stock prices will decrease in the near future but
he does not want to or is not allowed to sell his stocks. The positions α = (α1, α2)
might be that large that he will push the stock prices down if he sells the stocks,
there could be tax issues or he is obligated to hold the stocks for a certain period
etc. The value of the portfolio at time t is
Πt = α1S1,t + α2S2,t
where 0 ≤ t ≤ T and T ∈ R+. The delta of the portfolio is
∇Πt = ∆ :=
(
α1
α2
)
, t ∈ [0, T ].
The delta is constant. To offset the delta one has to include a position with delta
−∆ into the portfolio. One way to achieve this is to sell futures on S1 and on S2 but
this has several drawbacks: i) there is a requirement to provide an initial margin
and a safety margin to the clearing agency ii) additional margins have to be paid
if the implied stock volatilities increase iii) the protection is against decreasing and
increasing stock prices and hence one does not participate in the case the stock
price increases. Selling call options might be an alternative. Standard call options,
however, have no constant delta and this would require to adjust the position
continuously. It would be more appealing to sell call options which have (almost)
constant delta. But, how does such an option has to look like? We formulate the
problem as a control constrained optimal control problem for the (two-dimensional)
Black-Scholes equation with Dirichlet boundary control and finite time control (cf.
below and part II).
The optimal control approach
The option prototype is a European double barrier knock-out call on the basket
{S1, S2}. The payoff function and the rebate at the upper barrier are parametrized.
These parameters are then the control variable. At the lower barrier the rebate is
zero.
Optimal control problems are about finding a control variable u that minimizes a
cost functional J . Given a control u there is an associated state variable y = y(u)
1The underlying can equally be an index or an exchange rate.
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which typically has to satisfy one or several differential or algebraic equations.
Besides, there can be further (inequality) constraints on the control and/or on the
state. The cost functional J is in general a function of both the state and the
control variable i.e. J = J(y, u). It is sometimes written in control reduced form
(J = J(u)) or in state reduced form (J = J(y)). Optimal control problems are
classified according to the form of their cost functionals, according to their equality
and inequality constraints and according to the domain of the controls variables.
An introductory text to optimal control is [Tro¨10, HPUU08]. Further information
can be found in [Lio71].
In our case the control is a vector of parameters u = (u1, . . . , uM )
T ∈ RM where
M ∈ N. The control governs the payoff function g = g(u). The rebate at the upper
barrier is uM . There are control constraints
umin,i ≤ ui ≤ umax,i , i = 1, . . . ,M (2.1)
with umin = (umin,1, . . . , umin,M )
T ∈ RM and umax = (umax,1, . . . , umax,M )T ∈ RM .
The cost functional is defined by
J(yQ, u) :=
1
2
T∫
0
∫
Ω
|∇yQ − d|2dSdt,
where the state yQ , Q := Ω × (0, T ), denotes the price of the option and d =
(d1, d2)
T ∈ R2 is the desired gradient (i.e. in financial terms the desired delta). The
option reaches maturity at time T where T ∈ R+. Hence the first integral is over
the life time of the option. The second integral is over the domain between the
barriers
Ω := {S = (S1, S2) ∈ R2+ | Kmin < |S| < Kmax}
where Kmin, Kmax ∈ R+ such that Kmin < Kmax and |S| := S1 + S2. The
boundaries are
Γ1 := (Kmin,Kmax)× {0}, Γ2 := {0} × (Kmin,Kmax),
Γ3 := {S ∈ R2+ | |S| = Kmin}, Γ4 := {S ∈ R2+ | |S| = Kmax}.
The lower barrier of the option is Γ3 and the upper barrier is Γ4, see figure 2.1.
The state equation is a boundary value problem for the two-dimensional Black-
Scholes pde
∂yQ
∂t
+ LΩ(t)yQ = 0 in Q, (2.2a)
yQ = yΣj on Σj := Γj × (0, T ) , 1 ≤ j ≤ 4, (2.2b)
with final time condition
yQ(·, T ) = yQ,T in Ω (2.2c)
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S1
S2
Kmin Kmax
Kmin
Kmax
Γ3
Γ2
Γ4
Γ1
Ω
Figure 2.1.: The domain Ω with knock-out barriers Γ3 and Γ4.
where LΩ(t), t ∈ [0, T ], stands for the Black-Scholes operator, a second order elliptic
operator, yΣj , 1 ≤ j ≤ 4, are boundary functions and yQ,T is the final time function.
We set
yQ,T = g(u), yΣ3 = 0, yΣ4 = uM .
The boundary functions yΣj , j = 1, 2, are the solution of boundary value problems
for one-dimensional Black-Scholes pde analog to (2.2).
Particular features of the optimal control problem are the one-dimensional problems
for the Dirichlet boundary functions yΣj , j = 1, 2, the geometry of the computa-
tional domain Ω and the final time condition (2.2c). Furthermore the cost functional
J is defined without regularization term and the optimization object is the gradient
of the state and not the state itself.
We will replace time by time to maturity and consider the weak formulation of the
optimal control problem in a weighted Sobolev space setting. This gives rise to a
non-symmetric bilinear form. It will be shown that the optimal control problem
admits a unique solution. The rest of our analysis concerns the solution of the
optimal control problem. We derive necessary optimality conditions based on the
existence of an adjoint state p satisfying a parabolic final time problem and due to
the constraints on the control (2.1) a variational inequality.
Standard methods for the spatial discretization of pdes are the finite difference
method, the finite element method and the finite volume method. We will use the
finite element method. A priori and a posteriori error estimates are available, cf. e.g.
[AP05] and the references therein. For the discretization of the temporal domain we
use the implicit Euler method. The method has consistency and convergence order
1. To our knowledge however, the convergence of the solution of the fully discrete
optimal control problem to the solution of the original optimal control problem has
not been established yet.
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3. Outline of the thesis
We will derive first order necessary optimality conditions for the fully discrete op-
timal control problem and present an algorithmic approach for their solution. The
approach is based on the projected BFGS method gradient method with Armjio
line search.
3. Outline of the thesis
The thesis is organized as follows.
Part I is on optimal dynamic hedging and consists of three chapters. In chapter 1
we formulate the hedge problem in the framework of local risk minimization and
present for the discretization of the problem a numerical method (hedged Monte
Carlo). The following two chapters concern the application of the hedged Monte
Carlo method. In chapter 2 the problem is to hedge with vanilla put options and
in chapter 3 the problem is to hedge with variance swaps. In chapter 2 the model
features only one source of uncertainty: the price of the underlying of the hedging
objective whereas in chapter 3 there are two sources of uncertainty: the price of
the underlying of the hedging objective and its variance/volatility.
Part II is on optimal control of European double barrier basket options. It consists
of one chapter.
Appendix B is about pricing European options on a basket of assets. We show
how stochastic (Monte Carlo) and deterministic methods (quadrature and PDE
methods) can be combined for this purpose. The ultimate objective has been to
define mixed methods which provide speed-up with respect to standard methods.
This work does not fit to the framework of hedging and optimization. For this
reason it has been shifted to the appendix.
9

Part I.
Optimal dynamic hedging
11

The work on optimal dynamic hedging been supervised by Gre´goire Loeper. I have
received general advice from Olivier Pironneau.
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1. The hedged Monte Carlo method
Abstract: The theory called local risk minimization provides a concept for the
determination of optimal strategies for the hedging of financial derivatives with N
hedging instruments. These strategies are in general not explicitly given and require
numerical approximation. We present a discretization method for this purpose. The
method gives rise to an efficient algorithm which allows to compute approximations
to optimal strategies. We analyze the resultant error.
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1. The hedged Monte Carlo method
1.1. Introduction
In complete market models the price of a contingent claim is unique and there
is a hedging strategy for the contingent claim which allows to eliminate the risk
completely. Real markets however can be considered as incomplete: discontinuous
price processes, existence of bid/ask spreads, limited liquidity, transaction costs,
discrete hedging etc. In general, risk cannot be eliminated and the trader chooses
the hedging strategy according to his risk aversion.
Transaction costs limit the rebalancing of the hedge portfolio to discrete points
in time. A popular strategy is to adjust the hedge portfolio according to current
Black-Scholes greeks. They can be computed easily using closed form expressions.
Black-Scholes delta hedging in discrete time has been investigated in [BS72, BE80].
The strategy however has at least two drawbacks: the Black-Scholes model is often
too far from reality and the strategy is only optimal in the Black-Scholes model
where continuous hedging is possible.
If more sophisticated models and/or hedging approaches are considered, in par-
ticular if there is more than one hedging instrument, the (optimal) strategy is in
general not given by a closed-form expression which can be evaluated with little ef-
fort. Numerical methods are required to approximate the optimal trading strategy
in these cases. For practical importance the method should be easy to employ and
it should give rise to an algorithm which is fast, i.e. for which the trade-off between
precision and computing time is in good ratio.
Local risk minimization is such a hedging approach. The theory is quite well un-
derstood, [FS86, Sch88, SH88] to name a few contributions, but numerical results
demonstrating its practicability are sparse. There are two papers of Heath, Platen
and Schweizer [HPS01a, HPS01b] where local risk minimization is compared with
mean-variance hedging1. They provided numerical results for the Stein-Stein [SS91]
and the Heston model [Hes93] but only for the case if there is one hedging instru-
ment, the underlying asset of the hedging objective. The numerical results have
been obtained by a procedure which involves the following main steps: a) derivation
of the minimal martingale measure; b) determination of the dynamics of the state
variables under the minimal martingale measure; c) solution of a parabolic partial
differential equation for the portfolio value on a domain with dimension equal to the
number of state variables (if the model is Markov) Step a) and c) limit the applica-
bility of the approach. Besides, the approach seems to be only admissible if there
is exactly one hedging instrument. This is a severe drawback. Many trading desks
hedge their risk with the underlying asset(s) and some other financial products.
In 2001 Potters, Bouchaud and Sestovic [PBS01] came up with a Monte Carlo
method for pricing exotic options and for pricing options with early exercise feature.
The method exhibits very low variance, since it makes implicitly use of the effect
of introducing a control variate in Monte Carlo simulation. If Xk and Xk+1 are the
prices of the underlying at time k respectively at time k + 1, the control variate
1Also known as total risk minimization.
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is ∆Xk+1 := Xk+1 − Xk. Given the price of the option at time k + 1, Vk+1, the
problem is to find (Vk, ϑk+1) such that
E [Vk+1 − Vk − ϑk+1∆Xk+1]2 (1.1.1)
is minimized where Vk is (by definition) the price of the option at time k. The
optimal ϑk+1 is a by-product of the method and it is actually the optimal hedge in
the sense of local risk minimization.
In contrast to the approach of Heath et al., the minimal martingale measure does
not have to be determined explicitly. The expectation in (1.1.1) is with respect to
the real world probability measure. Instead of solving a partial differential equation
for the portfolio value one has to solve least squares problems. The method shares
the flavor of Longstaff and Schwartz’s Monte Carlo method for the valuation of
American options [LS98]. It is based on Monte Carlo simulation, the dynamic
programming principle and least squares regression.
In §1.3 we introduce a discretization method similar to [PBS01, LS98] which allows
to approximate the hedging strategy given N hedging instruments in the framework
of local risk minimization. But before we formulate the problem in §1.2. The
method gives rise to an algorithm described in §1.4. The error is then analyzed
in §1.5.
1.2. Local risk minimization
Let (Ω,F , P ) be a probability space and F = (Fk)Kk=0, K ∈ N, be a filtration with
FK = F and P (A) ∈ {0, 1}, A ∈ F0. Let H : Ω → R be a F-measurable random
variable and X = (Xk)
K
k=0 be a F-adapted2 RN -valued, N ∈ N, stochastic process.
The interpretation is that H describes the payoff of a financial derivative and that
there are N (different) hedging instruments with price Xk at time k , k = 0, . . . ,K.
All prices are quoted in terms of a nume´raire asset. Next, we define what we
understand under a hedging strategy.
Definition 1.2.1. i) A hedging strategy is a pair (η, ϑ) of two stochastic processes
such that η = (ηk)
K
k=0 is F-adapted and R-valued and ϑ = (ϑk)Kk=0 is F-predictable3
and RN -valued with ϑ0 = 0 P-a.s.
ii) The value process V = (Vk)
K
k=0 associated with a hedging strategy (η, ϑ) is
defined by
Vk := ηk + ϑk ·Xk, k = 0, . . . ,K. (1.2.1)
Think of a portfolio built to hedge H. At time k the portfolio consists of ηk
nume´raire assets and ϑn,k hedging instruments of type Xn, n = 1, . . . , N . We
introduce another two processes which allow to monitor the (cumulated) gain/loss
and the (cumulated) cost associated with a trading strategy.
2A stochastic process Z = (Zk)
K
k=0 is called F-adapted if Zk is Fk-measurable for k = 0, . . . ,K.
3A stochastic process Z = (Zk)
K
k=0 is called F-predictable if Zk is Fk−1-measurable for k =
1, . . . ,K and Z0 is F0-measurable.
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Convention 1.2.2. For any stochastic process Z = (Zk)
K
k=0 we denote by ∆Zk+1,
k = 0, . . . ,K − 1, the increment
∆Zk+1 := Zk+1 − Zk.
Definition 1.2.3. Let (η, ϑ) be a hedging strategy.
i) The gain process G = (Gk)
K
k=0 of (η, ϑ) is defined by
G0 := 0 and Gk :=
k∑
`=1
ϑ` ·∆X`, k = 1, . . . ,K. (1.2.2)
ii) The cost process C = (Ck)
K
k=0 of (η, ϑ) is defined by
Ck := Vk −Gk, k = 0, . . . ,K. (1.2.3)
The central element of the local risk minimization approach is the definition of
the risk process featuring the risk measure, the definition of the class of admissi-
ble hedging strategies and the definition/characterization of locally risk-minimizing
strategies.
An admissible hedging strategy has to be H-replicating, i.e.
VK = H P-a.s. (1.2.4)
but not necessarily self-financing, i.e. the cost process does not have to be constant.
That means it is possible that
Ck 6= V0 P-a.s.
for some k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}.
Optimality (risk minimality) is defined with respect to a quadratic measure of risk.
The definition of the risk measure (process) requires square integrability of some of
the quantities involved.
Assumption 1.2.4. It is assumed that H and Xk, k = 0, . . . ,K are square integrable
with respect to P , i.e.
i) H ∈ L2(Ω,R,F , P ) =: L2(P )
ii) Xk ∈ L2(Ω,RN ,F , P ), k = 0, . . . ,K.
Definition 1.2.5. A hedging strategy (η, ϑ) is called admissible (forH) if it satisfies
(1.2.4) and if
a) Vk ∈ L2(P ), k = 0, . . . ,K
b) ϑnk ∆X
n
k ∈ L2(P ), k = 1, . . . ,K, n = 1, . . . , N .
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Definition 1.2.6. i) The risk process R = (Rk)
K−1
k=0 of an admissible strategy is
defined by
Rk := E
[
∆C2k+1|Fk
]
k = 0, . . . ,K − 1. (1.2.5)
ii) An admissible strategy (ηlrm, ϑlrm) is called locally risk-minimizing if for k =
0, . . . ,K − 1 there holds
Rk(η
lrm, ϑlrm) ≤ Rk(η, ϑ) P-a.s.
for any admissible (η, ϑ) such that
Vk+1 = V
lrm
k+1 P-a.s.
Note, since
Rk = E
[
(Ck+1 − Ck)2|Fk
]
= E
[
(Vk+1 − Vk − ϑk+1 ·∆Xk+1)2|Fk
]
, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1,
the process R can be viewed as a measure of the (local) risk with Rk the up to time
k + 1 expected risk at time k.
The existence of a locally risk-minimizing strategy is in general not given. If N = 1,
it can be shown that under an additional assumption4 onX a locally risk-minimizing
strategy exists [FS04, proposition 10.10]. For the general case, N ≥ 1, the existence
of locally risk-minimizing strategies can be characterized in terms of H: H has to
admit some sort of orthogonal decomposition [FS04, corollary 10.14].
A characterization of locally risk-minimizing strategies is given in the following
theorem.
Theorem 1.2.7. An admissible strategy (η, ϑ) is locally risk-minimizing if and only
if it is mean self-financing, i.e.
E [∆Ck+1|Fk] = 0 P-a.s. (1.2.6)
for k = 0, . . . ,K − 1 and C is strongly orthogonal to X, i.e.
Cov(∆Ck+1,∆Xk+1|Fk) = 0 P-a.s.
for k = 0, . . . ,K − 1.
The proof of the theorem, [FS04, proof of theorem 10.9], shows that a locally risk-
minimizing strategy, if it exists, can be determined recursively backward in time.
The recursion starts by setting V lrmK = H. After that (V
lrm
K−1, ϑ
lrm
K ) is determined
by minimizing
RK−1 = E
[
(VK − VK−1 − ϑK ·∆XK)2|FK−1
]
(1.2.7)
4If X has bounded mean-variance trade-off, i.e. if there is a constant c such that
(E[∆Xk+1|Fk])2 ≤ cV ar[∆Xk+1|Fk] P-a.s., k = 0, . . . ,K − 1.
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over all admissible strategies (η, ϑ) with VK = V
lrm
K P -a.s. In view of definition
(1.2.1), ηlrmK is obtained by setting η
lrm
K = V
lrm
K − ϑlrmK ·XK . Next, (V lrmK−2, ϑlrmK−1) is
determined by minimizing
RK−2 = E
[
(VK−1 − VK−2 − ϑK−1 ·∆XK−1)2|FK−2
]
(1.2.8)
over all admissible strategies (η, ϑ) with VK−1 = V lrmK−1 P -a.s. In turn, η
lrm
K−1 is set
to V lrmK−1 − ϑlrmK−1 ·XK−1.
This shows that induction over time k = K − 1, . . . , 0 determines completely a
locally risk-minimizing strategy (ηlrm, ϑlrm). The strategy is in general not unique
since there may be more than just one minimizer of
Rk+1 = E
[
(Vk+1 − Vk − ϑk+1 ·∆Xk+1)2|Fk
]
under the admissible strategies (η, ϑ) with Vk+1 = V
lrm
k+1 P -a.s. However, all locally
risk-minimizing strategies have the same risk process, cf. [FS04, corollary 10.14].
The recursive procedure adumbrated above is described in algorithm 1. Before we
introduce some notation.
Definition 1.2.8. For k = 0, . . . ,K − 1 let
Ar0,k := L2(Ω,R,Fk, P ) (1.2.9a)
Arn,k := {Z : Ω→ R |Z Fk-measurable, Z∆Xnk+1 ∈ L2(P ) }, n = 1, . . . , N.
(1.2.9b)
Algorithm 1 Local risk minimization
1: set V lrmK = H
2: for k = K − 1 to 0 do
3: solve
4:
min
Vk∈Ar0,k,
ϑnk+1∈Arn,k,
n=1,...,N
E
[
(V lrmk+1 − Vk − ϑk+1 ·∆Xk+1)2|Fk
]
(1.2.10)
5: denote the solution by (V lrmk , ϑ
lrm
k+1)
6: end for
7: set ϑlrm0 = 0 and η
lrm
0 = V
lrm
0 − ϑlrm0 ·X0
1.3. The hedged Monte Carlo method
Algorithm 1 describes formally how a locally risk-minimizing strategy can be con-
structed. The problem which arises first when the strategy has really to be con-
structed is not the computational complexity to solve the local risk minimization
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(lrm) problem (1.2.10). The problem is that the spaces Arn,k, n = 0, . . . , N are only
formally known. The elements of Arn,k, n = 0, . . . , N , are random variables defined
on Ω. While Ar0,k is an L2-space the elements of Arn,k, n = 1, . . . , N , are in general
not square integrable. In this section a discrete counterpart to problem (1.2.10) is
derived. The way of discretization is referred to as the hedged Monte Carlo method
in later sections/chapters.
Step 1: Reformulation of the lrm problem
Assumption 1.3.1. It is assumed that
Fk = σ ({Fm,` | ` = 0, . . . , k; m = 1, . . . ,M }) ,
where F = (Fk)
K
k=0 is a RM -valued stochastic process and M ∈ N.
Assumption 1.3.1 has been introduced for two reasons: a) the filtration F got
herewith a clear structure b) with F andX we can distinguish between ’information’
and the price of the hedging instruments. To model the problem described in the
general introduction (§1) we would set M = 2 and identify F = (F 1, F 2) with (S, σ)
and X = (X1, X2) with (S, Y ).
Since F generates F = (Fk)Kk=0, any Fk-measurable random variable can be rep-
resented as a function of F0, . . . , Fk, in particular Xk = Xk(F0, . . . , Fk), cf. e.g.
[McL05]. This allows us to reformulate problem (1.2.10).
Definition 1.3.2. For k = 0, . . . ,K − 1 let
Afn,k := {Z : F0...k(Ω)→ R |Z(F0...k) ∈ Arn,k }, n = 0, . . . , N, (1.3.1)
where F0...k := (F0, . . . , Fk) and F0...k(Ω) := (F0, . . . , Fk) (Ω) ⊂ R(k+1)M is the set
of the paths up to time k.
In terms of Afn,k, n = 0, . . . , N , problem (1.2.10) becomes
min
Vk∈Afk ,
ϑnk+1∈Afn,k,
n=1,...,N
E
[(
V lrmk+1(F0...k+1)− Vk(F0...k)
−ϑk+1(F0...k) ·∆Xk+1(F0...k+1)
)2∣∣∣Fk
] (1.3.2)
where ∆Xk+1(F0...k+1) := Xk+1(F0...k+1)−Xk(F0...k), 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1.
Since the value of F0 is known with probability 1 at time 0, we may assume without
loss of generality that F0(Ω) consists of a single element.
Assumption 1.3.3. It is assumed that
card (F0(Ω)) = 1.
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Consequently Afn,0, n = 0, . . . , N , are spanned by a constant and have dimension 1.
For k > 0, the spaces Afn,k, n = 0, . . . , N , are like Arn,k, n = 0, . . . , N , only formally
known. It is known that F0...k(Ω) ⊂ R(k+1)M but in general not more. The elements
of Afn,k, n = 0, . . . , N , are not square integrable in general.
Step 2: Semi discrete formulation
We introduce some notation to replace Afn,k, n = 0, . . . , N , in a subsequent step.
Definition 1.3.4. For k = 0, . . . ,K − 1 let Dk ∈ N and
Ak := span{bk,1, . . . , bk,Dk},
where
bk,j : Uk → R, j = 1, . . . , Dk
are (basis) functions defined on sets Uk ⊂ RMk , Mk ≤ (k + 1)M . Let
fk : F0...k(Ω) ⊂ R(k+1)M → Uk
be some additional functions.
A semi-discrete formulation of (1.3.2) is
min
Vk∈Ak,
ϑnk+1∈Ak,
n=1,...,N
E
[(
V lrmk+1(fk+1(F0...k+1))− Vk(fk(F0...k))
−ϑk+1(fk(F0...k)) ·∆Xk+1(F0...k+1)
)2∣∣∣Fk
]
,
(1.3.3)
where 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1.
Remark 1.3.5. i) In this section the discretization of the lrm problem is described
formally. The parameters Dk, bk,j and fk are chosen later.
ii) Basis functions of (k+ 1)M variables may impose a computational problem due
to the size of (k+ 1)M . In a Markovian setting one may set fk(F0...k) := Fk and in
another setting one may (have to) omit some information. For this reason we will
sometimes call the functions fk functions for model reduction or alike.
iii) For notational simplicity we have not introduced spaces An,k for n = 0, . . . , N .
Step 3: Fully discrete formulation
We discretize the conditional expectation (E[·|Fk]) in (1.3.3) by Monte Carlo sim-
ulation. Let F (1), . . . , F (I) be I realizations of F where I ∈ N.
The fully discrete formulation of (1.3.2) is
min
Vk∈Ak,
ϑnk+1∈Ak,
n=1,...,N
1
I
I∑
i=1
(
V lrmk+1(fk+1(F
(i)
0...k+1))− Vk(fk(F (i)0...k))
−ϑk+1(fk(F (i)0...k)) ·∆Xk+1(F (i)0...k+1)
)2
,
(1.3.4)
where 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1.
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1.4. The hedged Monte Carlo algorithm
A least squares problem is an optimization problem which arises when the solu-
tion of an overdetermined system is approximated by the method of least squares.
Typically, a least squares problem has the form
min
x∈Rα
‖y −Bx‖22 , (1.4.1)
where ‖ · ‖2 denotes the Euclidean norm, B ∈ Rα×β, y ∈ Rα and α, β ∈ N, β ≤ α.
The discretization of problem 1.2.10 has not led to an overdetermined system but
problem 1.3.4 can be brought though into the form of a least squares problem. The
unknown quantities (Vk and ϑ
n
k+1, n = 1, . . . , N) are linear combinations of a finite
number of basis functions.
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Algorithm 2 Hedged Monte Carlo
Input: u0 . seed value for random number generator
1: if (N + 1) max
0≤k<K
Dk > I then
2: break
3: end if
4: (F (1), . . . , F (I))=rand(u0) . generate realizations of F
5: set V hmcK (·) = H(·)
6: for k = K − 1 to 0 do
7: for i = 1 to I do
8: set yi = V
hmc
k+1(fk+1(F
(i)
0...k+1))
9: end for
10: for i = 1 to I do
11: set BVi,d = bk,d(fk(F
(i)
0...k)), d = 1, . . . , Dk
12: set Bϑni,· = B
V
i,· ·∆Xn,k+1(F (i)0...k+1), n = 1, . . . , N
13: end for
14: set B =
(
BVBϑ1 · · ·BϑN )
15: if rank(B) < (N + 1)Dk then
16: break
17: else
18: solve (1.4.1) with B and y as defined and denote the solution by x∗
19: end if
20: set V hmck =
Dk∑
d=1
x∗d bk,d
21: set ϑhmcn,k+1 =
(n+1)Dk∑
d=nDk+1
x∗d bk,d, n = 1, . . . , N
22: set ηhmck+1 = V
hmc
k+1 − ϑhmck+1 ·Xk+1
23: end for
24: set ϑhmc0 = 0 and η
hmc
0 = V
hmc
0
Output: (V hmck , ϑ
hmc
k , η
hmc
k )
K
k=0
Remark 1.4.1. i) rand is pseudo-random number generator and u0 denotes a seed
value. Concerning sampling procedures of random variables we refer to [KW08]
and [Dev86].
ii) If B has not full rank, the algorithm breaks down (line 16). This occurs if the
matrix BV has not full rank or the increment of the price of two hedging instruments
are linearly dependent in the sense that
P (∆Xn1k = α∆X
n2
k ) = 1
for some n1, n2, n1 6= n2, k and α ∈ R. In the first case one may try another choice
of the input parameter.
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1.5. Error analysis
In §1.3 we called problem 1.3.4 a discretization of problem 1.2.10. Actually, the
terms discretization and approximation support the intuition but they are some-
what meaningless since we have no convergence analysis. We analyze the error in
this section.
Sources of error
We formally write
(V lrm, ϑlrm) := lrm() and (V hmc, ϑhmc) := hmc(u0), (1.5.1)
where lrm refers to algorithm 1 and hmc refers to algorithm 2. The parameter u0
denotes the seed value for the pseudo-random number generator used to generate
realizations of F . Apparently, the lrm algorithm has no parameter and the hmc
algorithm only one. This is due to the fact that H, (X,N), K and (F,M) are
parameters which specify the model and ({bk,d}Dkd=1, fk)K−1k=0 and I are discretiza-
tion parameters and hence not parameters of the algorithms. The basic difference
between the lrm algorithm and the hmc algorithm is that the lrm algorithm is de-
terministic and the hmc algorithm is stochastic. The output of the hmc algorithm
depends on the I realizations of F .
The discrepancy between the output of the hmc and the lrm algorithm can be traced
back to numerical error (round off and approximation) and to discretization error.
The discretization error is formed by
• approximation error
– if there is a k, 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1, and a Z ∈
N⋃
n=0
An,k such that @ z ∈ Ak
with Z = z ◦ fk.
• consistency error
– if the approximation is non-conforming in the sense that there is a z ∈ Ak
and a n ∈ {0, . . . , N} such that @ Z ∈ An,k with Z = z ◦ fk for some k,
0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1.
• model reduction error
– if fk, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1, is chosen such that information is omitted if for
instance fk(F0...k) := Fk is a non-Markovian model.
• stochastic error
– if the realizations F (1), . . . , F (I) do not replicate F under P exactly.
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Tools for the error analysis
The error analysis presented in chapter 2 and 3 will focus on the approximation,
consistency and stochastic error. The numerical error is assumed to be negligible
and the models will be Markovian.
The trading strategy obtained by the hedged Monte Carlo algorithm is optimal with
respect to F (1), . . . , F (I) but only sub-optimal with respect to F . The strategy has
been determined using implicitly information about the future evolution of F .
Generating another set of realizations F (I+1), . . . , F (2I) of F we will compute real-
izations of the local and the global cost increments
∆Chmck+1 = V
hmc
k+1 − V hmck − ϑhmck+1 ·∆Xk+1, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1, (1.5.2a)
∆Chmc :=
K−1∑
k=0
∆Chmck+1. (1.5.2b)
Note,
∆Chmc = V hmcK − V hmc0 −
K−1∑
k=0
ϑhmck+1 ·∆Xk+1.
The risk process (Rk)
K−1
k=0 is not appropriate to compare the output of the hmc
algorithm. The expected risk Rk at time k which will arise between time k and
time k+ 1 is an Fk-measurable random variable and hence not observable5 at time
0. We introduce estimators for the local and the global risk.
Definition 1.5.1. Let
Rk :=
(
Mean
(
(∆Ck+1)
2
))1/2
, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1, (1.5.3a)
R := (Mean ((∆C)2))1/2 , (1.5.3b)
where Mean(·) is defined in A.2.1a.
Remark 1.5.2. i) The risk estimator Rk, 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1, is closely related to Rk as
the following calculations show:
(
E
[
Rk
∣∣F0])1/2 = (E [E[∆C2k+1∣∣Fk]∣∣∣F0])1/2
=
(
E
[
∆C2k+1
])1/2
= ‖∆Ck+1‖L2(P ).
Hence, we can interpret Rk as an estimator of the Rk projected to time 0.
ii) If the local cost increments ∆Ck+1, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1, are pairwise independent,
5Not observable in the sense that there exists A ∈ Fk such that 0 < P (R−1k (A)) < 1.
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then
E [∆C]2 = E
[
K−1∑
k=0
∆Ck+1
]2
=
K−1∑
k=0
E
[
∆C2k+1
]
+ 2
K−1∑
k1,k2=0
k1 6=k2
E [∆Ck1∆Ck2 ]
=
K−1∑
k=0
E
[
∆C2k+1
]
+ 2
K∑
k1,k2=1
k1 6=k2
E [∆Ck1 ]E [∆Ck2 ]
=
K−1∑
k=0
E
[
∆C2k+1
]
.
Hence, in this case we expect
R2 ≈
K−1∑
k=0
R2k.
Locally risk-minimizing strategies are mean self-financing, cf. Theorem 1.2.7, and
consequently
E [∆C] = 0.
The initial portfolio value, V0, is therefore a natural candidate for the price of the
financial derivative with payoff H. Since (V hmc, ϑhmc) is only sub-optimal,
E
[
∆Chmc
]
will not be exactly zero. This means if the writer sells the financial derivative with
payoff H for V hmc0 , then he has to expect to make a small loss or gain if he builds
a hedge portfolio according to (V hmc, ϑhmc). To have a candidate for the price of
the financial derivative which provides on average no loss and no gain we make the
following definition.
Definition 1.5.3. Let
V0 := Mean
(
VK −
K−1∑
k=0
ϑk+1 ·∆Xk+1
)
. (1.5.4)
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2. Hedging with vanilla put options
Abstract: The problem studied in this chapter is to optimal hedge a financial
derivative with its underlying asset and with vanilla puts. The problem is modeled
in the framework of local risk minimization. The focus is on the discretization of
the problem by the hedged Monte Carlo method. We use the hedged Monte Carlo
algorithm to calibrate discretization parameters by providing numerical results.
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2.1. Introduction
The problem studied in this chapter is to hedge a European put H with underlying
asset S, maturity K and strike R. The two hedging instruments which are available
at hedging period k → k + 1 are the underlying S and vanilla puts Y n with strike
Rn. The hedging objective is like the second hedging instrument (Y
n) a vanilla put
option. This simplifies the error analysis.
In §2.2 the problem is formulated in the framework of local risk minimization.
The price of the underlying asset is modeled by a discretized geometric Brownian
motion. The volatility and the drift are set constant. Hence, there is only a single
source of uncertainty. The hedging instruments are therefore both used to hedge
price risk. This will lead to reduction in delta and gamma exposure. In contrast
to hedging based on the Black-Scholes delta and gamma, the hedging strategy is
optimized in our case. We refer to [Wil07] for an introduction to hedging with
Greeks.
We have conducted a small survey on the literature about optimized delta-gamma
hedging. Table 2.1.1 shows the results.
Search expressions Hits
price hedge 54700
optimal price hedge 4
delta-gamma hedge 5510
optimal delta-gamma hedge 0
Table 2.1.1.: Google search on July 19, 2011. The number of hits has been alike
when we replaced optimal by optimized and/or hedge by hedging.
Hedging delta1 exposure can be done either explicitly or implicitly. Dynamic hedg-
ing strategies are mostly explicit. The strategies are chosen such that delta exposure
is reduced. Static hedging strategies on the contrary are chosen with the aim to
match the payoff of the target option, cf. e.g. [BC94, DEK95, Fin03]. In this case
delta is hedged implicitly. For literature on optimized static hedging we refer to
[Mar09a] and the references therein.
We continue with the outline of the chapter. Section 2.3 is on the discretization of
the problem formulated in §2.2 by the hedged Monte Carlo method. The error (the
sum of the approximation, consistency and the stochastic error) can be large if the
basis
(
{bk,d}Dkd=1
)
is chosen inappropriately. In §2.3 the focus is therefore on the
calibration of {bk,d}Dkd=1. We provide numerical results which have been generated
for this purpose. Furthermore §2.3 contains a lot of practical information concerning
the application of the hedged Monte Carlo method and the implementation of the
hedged Monte Carlo algorithm.
1Or any other Greek.
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2.2. Problem formulation
Local risk minimization amounts to define the hedging objective H, the number
of hedging opportunities K, the number and the price of the hedging instruments
(N,X) and an associated filtered probability space (Ω,F , P, (Fk)Kk=0).
The hedging objective is a European put option H with strike price R, R ∈ R+,
maturity K, K ∈ N, and underlying asset S. The payoff function of H is
H(x) = max(R− x, 0), x > 0.
The price of the underlying at time k is
Sk+1 := Sk
(
1 + µδt+ σ
√
δtZk+1
)
, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1, (2.2.1a)
S0 := s0 (2.2.1b)
with s0 ∈ R+, δt := TK , T ∈ R+ and (Zk)Kk=1 are i.i.d. random variables with
Z1 ∼ N(0, 1). The drift µ ∈ R+ and the volatility σ ∈ R+ are constant and
F0-measurable, i.e. known at time 0. The price of the nume´raire asset at time k is
Bk := exp (rkδt) k = 0, . . . ,K (2.2.2)
with constant F0-measurable interest rate r ∈ R+. We set
X1k := Sk/Bk, k = 0, . . . ,K.
The price of NY , NY := K, European put options Y
n, 1 ≤ n ≤ NY , with maturity
K, strike Rn, underlying S and payoff function
Y n(x) = max(Rn − x, 0), x > 0
is at time k, k = 0, . . . ,K, given by
Y nk := bs put price(Sk, T − kδt;Rn, r, σ) n = 1, . . . , NY , (2.2.3)
where bs put price is the Black-Scholes formula (see A.3.1). Finally, we set
X1+nk := Y
n
k /Bk, k = 0, . . . ,K
for n = 1, . . . , NY .
Remark 2.2.1. i) The model defined above is similar to the Black-Scholes model.
The recursive scheme (2.2.1) is sometimes called Euler-Maruyama scheme or stochas-
tic Euler scheme. It allows to compute a first order approximation to the solution
of the stochastic differential equation
dSt = St (µdt+ σdWt) , t > 0 (2.2.4)
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with initial condition S0 = s0 and Wiener process (Wt)t≥0. Weak and strong con-
vergence are established for instance in [KP92]. In [BP03] and [BS94] it is shown
that if the price of the option Y n, 1 ≤ n ≤ NY , is defined by its hedging costs based
on a strategy obtained by local risk minimization, then the price converges to its
Black-Scholes price.
ii) If (Sk, Bk)
K
k=0 is chosen in some other way, one may analyze whether definition
(2.2.3) is still reasonable.
iii) Using the Black-Scholes formula is of computational advantage, since its evalu-
ation can be done very fast.
While the markets in the underlying and in the nume´raire asset are liquid at any
time instance k, a position in Y n can only be constructed at time k = n − 1. At
time k + 1 this position has to be liquidated. That means there are exactly two
hedging instruments available on each hedging period k → k+ 1. In the framework
of local risk minimization liquidity is no issue. All assets are liquid. If the liquidity
has to be limited, one has to redefine the spaces of admissible trading strategies
Arn,k, n = 0, . . . , N . If an asset is not traded at all at some time instance k, one
sets Arn,k := {Z : Ω → R |Z = 0 P-a.s. }. For the scenario described above we
(formally) set
Ar1+n,k := {Z : Ω→ R |Z = 0 P-a.s. }, k = 0, . . . , n− 2, n, . . . ,K − 1
for n = 1, . . . , NY .
The problem is then to find a locally risk-minimizing strategy (η, ϑ).
Convention 2.2.2. For notational simplicity we will denote the second hedge,
(ϑ2, . . . , ϑ1+NY ), by λ, i.e. λ0 = 0 and
λk := ϑ
k+1
k , k = 1, . . . ,K.
The first hedge ϑ1 will be denoted by ϑ if it is clear from the context.
The numerical results presented below have been obtained using the following pa-
rameters:
µ = 0.05, σ = 0.3, s0 = 100, r = 0.05
and
T = 1, R = 100, Rn = Sk=n−1 for n = 1, . . . , NY
as well as
K = 20.
Note, Y n 6= H for n = 2, . . . , NY but Y 1 ≡ H. This however is no problem.
The framework of §1.2 includes the case Y 1 ≡ H. Actually, it has been a nice
opportunity to check our computer code. The optimal hedge from time 0 to time
1 obtained by the hedged Monte Carlo method has to be ’hold no stocks S and
one option Y 1’, i.e. the perfect hedge which provides no residual risk from time 0
to time 1. Since the algorithm runs backward in time, the perfect hedge on 0→ 1
does not improve or worsen the hedges at later time instances.
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2.3. Problem discretization by the hedged Monte Carlo
method
The discretization of (1.2.10) according to the hedged Monte Carlo methods amounts
to specify the RM -valued process F which generates the filtration (Fk)Kk=0, and the
discretization parameters
(
{bk,d}Dkd=1, fk
)K−1
k=0
and I, cf. §1.3.
The application of the hedged Monte Carlo method is easy. The model tells us how
to choose F and (fk)
K
k=0, cf. §2.3.1. We have observed that independently of the
choice of
(
{bk,d}Dkd=1
)K−1
k=0
increasing I leads to smaller variance of the output of the
hedged Monte Carlo algorithm. Hence, the choice of I seems to be a matter of the
allowed variance and the available computing time. We set I to a moderate value
in §2.3.1. Choosing
(
{bk,d}Dkd=1
)K−1
k=0
is most demanding. Simply increasing Dk does
not necessarily improve the approximation. In §2.3.3 we show how a good choice
of
(
{bk,d}Dkd=1
)K−1
k=0
can be determined and what a good choice of
(
{bk,d}Dkd=1
)K−1
k=0
actually is.
2.3.1. The calibration framework
We have set M = 1, Fk := Sk, k = 0, . . . ,K and I = 5 000. The functions
fk : F0...k(Ω) ⊂ R(k+1)M → Uk, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1 are defined next. Afterwards, we
define the class of (basis) functions bk,d : Uk → R which constitutes the framework
for the calibration in §2.3.3.
a) Since (Sk)
K
k=0 generates the filtration (Fk)Kk=0 and since S is a Markov process,
we set
fk(S0, . . . , Sk) := Sk, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1.
We further set
Uk =
{
{S0} if k = 0
(0,∞) if 1 ≤ k ≤ K − 1.
Note that the recursion (2.2.1) does not prohibit Sk ≤ 0. The probability of the
event
Ω˜k :=
{
Zk <
−1− µδt
σ
√
δt
}
⊂ Ω
is in general very small; for the chosen parameters
P
(
Ω˜k
)
= 8.5× 10−51.
We have never observed this event.
Remark 2.3.1. An alternative to (2.2.1a) is to define (Sk)
K
k=1 by
Sk+1 := S0 exp
((
µ− σ
2
2
)
(k + 1)δt+ σ
√
(k + 1)δtZk+1
)
, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1.
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In this case Sk is always positive.
b) We define the class of bases {bk,d}Dkd=1. Since card(U0) = 1, we set D0 = 1 and
b0,1 := 1. For 0 < k < K we set Dk = D where D ∈ N and
bk,d =
{
Lwd or
Nd,`
, d = 1, . . . , D,
where Lwd is the d-th weighted Laguerre polynomial (see appendix A.1.1 for defi-
nition) and Nd,`, 1 ≤ ` ≤ 4, is the d-th B-spline function of order ` (see appendix
A.1.2 for definition).
Remark 2.3.2. In view of the literature on least squares Monte Carlo methods, cf.
e.g. [LS98, MN01] the standard choice seems to be to take orthogonal polynomials
like Laguerre polynomials. Laguerre polynomials have global support. To have
something in contrast we made the decision for B-splines, i.e. functions of local
support.
B-splines are defined with respect to a set of nodes. This set has been chosen
adaptively. The number of required nodes depends on the B-spline order and the
number of basis functions (see appendix A.1.2). Assume n+ 1 nodes {xk,0 < . . . <
xk,n} have to be specified. Given I realizations S(1)k , . . . , S(I)k of Sk the nodes have
been set to
xk,j =

min
i=1,...,I
S
(i)
k if j = 0
max
i=1,...,I
S
(i)
k if j = n
min
{
S
(i)
k | card{S(m)k |S(m)k ≤ S(i)k } = bI/nc · j
}
if 0 < j < n
for k = 1, . . . ,K − 1. We will use the following notation in Figure 2.3.1:
xk = xk,0 and x¯k = xk,n.
2.3.2. Implementation of the hedged Monte Carlo algorithm
The least squares problem (1.4.1) has been solved by QR-factorization by means of
Householder transformations. This requires about 2× α × β2 operations if α  β
[Sie06].
All numerical results presented in this chapter have been obtained on a Intel(R)
Core(TM)2 Duo CPU E8400 @ 3.00GHz using a single core with MHz 1998.000
and cache size 6144 KB. The computer code has been written in C++.
Weighted Laguerre polynomials (weight e−x/2) rapidly approach zero for x → ∞.
If x  1, this causes numerical imprecision. We have used double for real num-
bers. As a remedy we have replaced internally s0 by s0/s0, etc. and afterwards
transformed back.
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2.3.3. Calibration of discretization parameters
The objective of this section is to calibrate the basis {bk,1, . . . , bk,D}. Generally
speaking we consider the basis as best which gives rise to minimal error (approxi-
mation + consistency + stochastic), cf. §1.5. For practical matter we further require
minimal computing time of the hedged Monte Carlo algorithm.
Our tool for calibration will be the hedged Monte Carlo algorithm and our method-
ology will be simulation. For a given parameter specification we use the hedged
Monte Carlo algorithm to compute hedging strategies and then we investigate their
performance by simulation. The performance measures will be the risk estimator
R and the estimator of the initial portfolio value V0 (see §1.5 for definition).
The use of the hedged Monte Carlo algorithm introduces some noise whose size
depends on I. Actually, we do not know if R and V0 are biased. We assume that
they are unbiased and set up the following criteria. Choose D and bk,1, . . . , bk,D
such that ∣∣E[Rhmc]− E[Rlrm]∣∣→ min (2.3.1a)
Var[Rhmc]→ min (2.3.1b)
and ∣∣E[Vhmc0 ]− E[Vlrm0 ]∣∣→ min (2.3.1c)
Var[Vhmc0 ]→ min (2.3.1d)
as well as
τhmc → min (2.3.1e)
where τhmc denotes the computing time for (V hmc, ϑhmc, λhmc). Since we do not
know (V lrm, ϑlrm, λlrm), we replace (V lrm, ϑlrm, λlrm) by the Black-Scholes hedging
strategy (V bs, ϑbs, λbs) defined below. The strategy is close to optimal, cf. Remark
2.2.1.
Remark 2.3.3. It was not our objective to give a proper mathematical formulation
of the problem of choosing D and bk,1, . . . , bk,D. With the five criteria we just want
to show a way how one can find a good basis. The reader may decide which basis
is best (in his eyes).
The Black-Scholes hedging strategy
Let Hbsk (S) := bs put price(S, T − kδt;R, r, σ), k = 0, . . . ,K − 1, cf. (A.3.1), and
let
Πbsn,k(S, ϑ, λ, η) := −Hbsk (S) + ϑS + λYn,k(S) + η.
The interpretation is that Πbsn,k describes the portfolio value of a portfolio consisting
of -1 options H, ϑ shares of the underlying S, λ shares of the options Yn and η
shares of the nume´raire asset.
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The Black-Scholes hedging strategy (ϑbsk+1, λ
bs
k+1), k = 0, . . . ,K − 1, is defined as
the solution to
∂
∂S
Πbsn,k(S, ϑ
bs
k+1, λ
bs
k+1, η) = 0 (2.3.2a)
∂2
∂S2
Πbsn,k(S, ϑ
bs
k+1, λ
bs
k+1, η) = 0. (2.3.2b)
For k = 0, . . . ,K − 1 this gives
λbsk+1(x) :=
Γbsk (x,R)
Γbsk (x, x)
, (2.3.3)
ϑbsk+1(x) := ∆
bs
k (x, s0)− λbsk+1(x) ·∆bsk (x, x) (2.3.4)
with
∆bsk (S;K) := bs put delta(S, T − kδt;K, r, σ),
Γbsk (S;K) := bs gamma(S, T − kδt;K, r, σ),
cf. (A.3.2) and (A.3.3). The portfolio value (V bsk )
K
k=0 is defined in the Black-Scholes
case by V bsk := H
bs
k , k = 0, . . . ,K.
2.3.3.1. Numerical results
Table 2.3.1 shows the results obtained using various choices of the basis
Ak =
{
span{Lw1 , . . . , LwD} D = 3, . . . , 8
span{N1,`, . . . , ND,`} D = (3, )4, 6, 8, 10, 15, 20, ` = 1, . . . , 4.
In view of Table 2.3.1, we draw the following conclusions:
Laguerre polynomials do not seem to be appropriate: D = 4 has been the best
choice. However, the mean of R and the standard deviation of V0 and R have been
much larger than in the case using the Black-Scholes strategy. The results turned
worse with increasing D since the polynomials start to oscillate strongly.
Splines of order 1 are piecewise constant functions and hence have not shown this
phenomenon. The results became better with increasing D but about 20 basis
functions have to be used in order to get results of the same quality as in the
case of 4 Laguerre polynomials. If D = 20, the computing time is however about
10-times larger than in the case D = 4.
The results turned much better with splines of order 2-4. With D ≥ 8 we could
establish results of about the same quality as those obtained by the Black-Scholes
strategy. Among them, a particular good choice is using 10 B-splines of order 3:
the V0- and the R-estimator seem to be unbiased with respect to Black-Scholes and
have about the same standard deviation. The optimal strategy has been obtained
in 1.3 seconds.
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2.3.3.2. Visualization of a hedging strategy
In this section we provide some illustration of our findings in the last section.
To that end we have plotted for two different time instances (k=1,19) the portfolio
value and the first and the second hedge as a function of the price of the underlying,
see Figure 2.3.1. In each of the six cases we compare the curves obtained using 10
resp. 20 B-splines of order 3 resp. 4 Laguerre polynomials and the Black-Scholes
counterpart.
In view of the V1-regression (subfigure (a)) it is hard to recognize a difference
between the three bases and the Black-Scholes curve. The V19-regression (subfig-
ure (b)) already indicates that Laguerre polynomials are not capable to reproduce
curves with fast changing curvature. This becomes even more evident at the ϑ20-
and λ20-regression (subfigures (d) and (f)).
The first plot where a difference between the B-splines bases and the Black-Scholes
curve is visable is the plot which shows the ϑ2-regression (subfigure (c)). The curves
do not coincide where the realizations lie less dense (cf. as well subfigure (d), (e)
and (f)).
The regression of λ2 (subfigure (e)) shows what can happen when the number of
basis functions gets too large. The curve for 20 B-splines has a small cap between
x = 90 and x = 95. The little cap around x = 105 in subfigure (d) results from the
fact that there are two options which have to be hedged by the underlying asset
(cf. formula (2.3.4)).
In view of Figure 2.3.1 we can observe two phenomena which take place indepen-
dently of the chosen basis.
The regression seems to be more difficult close to maturity. In the Black-Scholes
model there is an easy explanation for this phenomena. The option price is the solu-
tion of a parabolic partial differential equation (pde), the Black-Scholes (pde) with
final time condition the payoff function. The payoff function is not differentiable
at the strike price. However, the solution of a parabolic pde smoothes out with
passage of time and smooth curves are easier to approximate than not so smooth
curves.
The second observation is that the portfolio value is better regressed than the first
hedge which is in turn better regressed than the second hedge. For this phenomena
there is as well an explanation in the Black-Scholes model. The hedging strategy
(ϑbs, λbs) as defined in (2.3.4) and (2.3.3) has more complicated shapes than the
price of H.
The last two observations show that it is not optimal to have constant dim(Ak),
k > 0. To reduce the computing time one may choose Dk := dim(Ak), k > 0, such
that Dk is decreasing with decreasing k. Besides, one may choose three different
spaces AVk , A
ϑ
k and A
λ
k for Vk, ϑk+1 and λk+1 with dim(A
V
k ) ≤ dim(Aϑk) ≤ dim(Aλk).
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Figure 2.3.1.: The plots show the optimal hedging strategy obtained by least squares
regression using the hedged Monte Carlo algorithm for three different
choices of the basis of Ak, k > 0. The bases have been 10 resp. 20
B-splines of order 3 resp. the first 4 Laguerre polynomials. The curve
called ’B/Sch’ is Hbs(s, kδt) (in subfigures (a) and (b)),ϑbsk+1(s) (in
subfigures (c) and (d)), and λbsk+1(s) (in subfigures (e) and (f)). The
x-range of the plots is [xk, x¯k] cf. §2.3.2
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Figure 2.3.1.: The plots show the optimal hedging strategy obtained by least squares
regression using the hedged Monte Carlo algorithm for three different
choices of the basis of Ak, k > 0. The bases have been 10 resp. 20
B-splines of order 3 resp. the first 4 Laguerre polynomials. The curve
called ’B/Sch’ is Hbs(s, kδt) (in subfigures (a) and (b)),ϑbsk+1(s) (in
subfigures (c) and (d)), and λbsk+1(s) (in subfigures (e) and (f)). The
x-range of the plots is [xk, x¯k] cf. §2.3.2
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(a) Laguerre polynomials
D
V0 R τhmcD /τ r
mhmcD −mbs shmcD /sbs mhmcD /mbs shmcD /sbs
3 -0.0074 5.3467 5.2726 4.3694 0.17
4 -0.0041 4.5333 4.5068 4.2117 0.23
5 0.0025 5.4267 5.0103 44.1486 0.29
6 -0.0057 6.8000 5.1701 95.6441 0.36
7 -0.0025 15.0400 7.2840 293.3243 0.45
8 0.1807 377.0267 44.4020 7894.5856 0.55
(b) b-splines of order 1
D
V0 R τhmcD /τ r
mhmcD −mbs shmcD /sbs mhmcD /mbs shmcD /sbs
3 0.0223 16.5733 16.3631 6.5405 0.21
4 0.0202 13.6800 13.7356 6.9910 0.27
6 0.0144 10.1467 10.4409 6.9820 0.39
8 0.0103 8.4000 8.5502 6.8514 0.56
10 0.0090 7.0267 7.3421 6.7928 0.79
15 0.0056 5.4533 5.6024 6.4369 1.55
20 0.0031 4.4933 4.6711 6.1577 2.61
(c) b-splines of order 2
D
V0 R τhmcD /τ r
mhmcD −mbs shmcD /sbs mhmcD /mbs shmcD /sbs
3 0.0041 5.6400 5.7745 2.8514 0.24
4 0.0025 3.0400 2.8552 1.4324 0.31
6 0.0001 1.6400 1.5564 0.7928 0.45
8 0.0002 1.2667 1.2210 0.7793 0.64
10 0.0003 1.1600 1.1017 0.8784 0.89
15 -0.0002 1.0933 1.0271 0.9775 1.70
20 -0.0001 1.0533 1.0152 1.0270 2.81
Table 2.3.1.: Sample mean (m) and sample standard deviation (s) of the V0- and the
R-estimator using 250 samples (column 2-5); the superscripts (hmc,bs)
refer to the underlying hedging strategy of the V0- and R-estimator;
the results obtained by the Black-Scholes strategy (ϑbs, λbs) have been:
mbs(V0) = 9.3571, sbs(V0) = 0.0075, mbs(R) = 0.5525, sbs(R) =
0.0222; τhmcD denotes the time required to compute (V
hmc, ϑhmc, λhmc);
τ r = 1.32 sec.; D = dim(Ak) for k > 0 the number of basis functions.
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(d) b-splines of order 3
D
V0 R τhmcD /τ r
mhmcD −mbs shmcD /sbs mhmcD /mbs shmcD /sbs
3 -0.0109 8.2000 7.9517 15.4730 0.27
4 -0.0065 6.0267 5.8206 7.6081 0.36
6 0.0002 1.7600 1.7081 3.1126 0.52
8 0.0001 1.1867 1.1493 1.0450 0.73
10 0.0000 1.0533 1.0340 0.9459 1.00
15 -0.0002 1.0267 0.9975 1.0045 1.86
20 -0.0002 1.0133 0.9991 1.0270 3.03
(e) b-splines of order 4
D
V0 R τhmcD /τ r
mhmcD −mbs shmcD /sbs mhmcD /mbs shmcD /sbs
4 -0.0001 4.7467 4.6375 11.6802 0.39
6 0.0022 3.6267 3.3723 19.1577 0.60
8 0.0007 1.6400 1.4123 7.9505 0.83
10 0.0001 1.1067 1.0713 1.7072 1.11
15 0.0000 1.0267 0.9966 1.0721 2.03
20 -0.0001 1.0267 0.9978 1.0405 3.24
Table 2.3.1.: Sample mean (m) and sample standard deviation (s) of the V0- and the
R-estimator using 250 samples (column 2-5); the superscripts (hmc,bs)
refer to the underlying hedging strategy of the V0- and R-estimator;
the results obtained by the Black-Scholes strategy (ϑbs, λbs) have been:
mbs(V0) = 9.3571, sbs(V0) = 0.0075, mbs(R) = 0.5525, sbs(R) =
0.0222; τhmcD denotes the time required to compute (V
hmc, ϑhmc, λhmc);
τ r = 1.32 sec.; D = dim(Ak) for k > 0 the number of basis functions.
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3. Hedging with variance swaps
Abstract: This chapter is about optimal hedging price and volatility exposure
of a European put option. The hedging instruments are the underlying asset and
variance swaps. The problem is modeled in the framework of local risk minimization
in discrete time. We focus on the appropriate discretization of the problem by
the hedged Monte Carlo method. We investigate the distribution of the hedging
costs and the residual risk. We address the efficiency of the hedged Monte Carlo
algorithm. Numerical results are provided and constitute the basis of the analysis.
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3.1. Introduction
An introduction to volatility derivatives in general and to variance and volatil-
ity swaps/ futures in particular can be found in [DDKZ99, BSG05, BW07]. An
excellent survey on volatility derivative is [CL09].
Traders use variance swaps to hedge volatility exposure. These instruments provide
pure exposure to volatility and hence do not require the hedging of directional
risk. Directional risk arises if options are used instead of variance swaps to hedge
volatility exposure. The price of options depends strongly on the price of their
underlying asset and not only on the volatility.
The hedge problem of this chapter features a European put option as hedging
objective, two hedging instruments and two sources of uncertainty. The hedg-
ing instruments are the underlying asset of the hedging objective and variance
swaps. The variance swaps and the hedging objective share the same underlying
asset. The sources of uncertainty are the price of the underlying asset and its vari-
ance/volatility. The basic problem is to find an optimal dynamic hedging strategy.
In section 3.2 the problem is formulated in the framework of local risk minimization,
cf. §1.2.
In view of the available hedging instruments and the present sources of uncertainty
it can be deduced that the hedging strategy will be to reduce price and volatility
exposure - delta and in part gamma and vega exposure. We have conducted a small
survey on the literature about optimal hedging of price and volatility exposure.
Table 3.1.1 shows the results.
Search expression Hits
price and volatility hedge 1800
optimal price and volatility hedge 0
delta-gamma-vega hedge 866
optimal delta-gamma-vega hedge 0
Table 3.1.1.: Google search on July 21, 2011. The number of hits has been alike
when we replaced optimal by optimized and/or hedge by hedging.
Numerical results are provided in §3.4-§3.6. Section 3.4 is on the discretization of
the local risk minimization problem. We use the hedged Monte Carlo algorithm
to calibrate discretization parameters. In section 3.5 hedging under local risk min-
imization is investigated from an economic point of view. The analysis addresses
the distribution of the hedging costs and the residual risk for various hedging fre-
quencies and one or two hedging instruments. The efficiency of the hedged Monte
Carlo algorithm is finally investigated in section 3.6.
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3.2. Problem formulation
Local risk minimization amounts to define the hedging objective H, the number
of hedging opportunities K, the number and the price of the hedging instruments
(N,X) and an associated filtered probability space
(
Ω,F , P, (Fk)Kk=0
)
, cf. §1.2.
The hedging objective is a European put option with strike R, R ∈ R+, maturity
K, K ∈ N, underlying asset S and payoff function
H(x) = max(R− x, 0), x > 0.
The price Sk of the underlying at time k, k = 0, . . . ,K, is such that
Sk+1 = Sk
(
1 + µδt+ σk
√
δtZ1k ,
)
, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1 (3.2.1a)
S0 = s0 (3.2.1b)
with s0 ∈ R+, δt := TK , T ∈ R+, and drift µ ∈ R+. The volatility (σk)Kk=0 is such
that
σk =
√
νk, k = 0, . . . ,K (3.2.2a)
and the variance (νk)
K
k=0 is such that
νk+1 = νk
(
1 + f
√
δtZ2k
)
, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1 (3.2.2b)
ν0 = ν
0 (3.2.2c)
with initial variance ν0, ν0 ∈ R+, and volatility of the variance f , f ∈ R+. It is
assumed that (Z`k)
K
k=1 are i.i.d. random variables with Z
`
k ∼ N(0, 1) for ` = 1, 2 and
that Z1k and Z
2
k , k = 0, . . . ,K − 1, have constant correlation ρ, |ρ| ∈ (0, 1), i.e.
Cov(Z1k , Z
2
k) = ρ, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1.
There are nume´raire assets B with price Bk := exp (rkδt), k = 0, . . . ,K, and
variance swaps Y with price Yk at time k, k = 0, . . . ,K.
Remark 3.2.1. The definition of (Sk)
K
k=0, equation (3.2.1), shows that the volatility
today (σk) is the future gamma (Sk+1).
To put this into the framework described in §1.2 we set N = 2 and
X1k := Sk/Bk, k = 0, . . . ,K, (3.2.3a)
X2k :=
k
K
ν˜Rk +
K − k
K
ν˜k − ν0, k = 0, . . . ,K (3.2.3b)
where
ν˜Rk =

0 if k = 0
K
k
k∑`
=1
(
log
(
X1`
X1`−1
))2
if k = 1, . . . ,K
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and
ν˜k := νk/Bk, k = 0, . . . ,K.
For completeness, (Yk)
K
k=0 is defined by Yk = BkX
2
k , k = 0, . . . ,K. Motivation and
interpretation of (3.2.3b) can be found in the next section.
Remark 3.2.2. The process which describes the price of the variance swaps should be
defined such that it is consistent with the price of the underlying and the variance.
Furthermore the dynamics of the process shall feature a variance swap. In order
to find a candidate for this process one may consider a model which is close to the
model under work and which is complete. In a complete model with risk neutral
probability measure, the price of a contingent claim is unique. For the case here,
we consider the continuous time counterpart of the model, cf. section 3.3.
The problem is then to find a locally risk-minimizing strategy.
The numerical results we present below have been obtained with
µ = 0.05, s0 = 100, ρ = −0.5, f = 0.3, ν0 = 0.09, r = 0.05
and
T = 1, R = 100.
3.3. Valuation of variance swaps
The reader may skip this section. Later sections will not draw from this section.
The model. Consider the following system of stochastic differential equations
dBt = rBt dt, t > 0, B0 = 1, (3.3.1a)
dSt = µSt dt+
√
νtSt dW
1
t , t > 0, S0 = s0, (3.3.1b)
dνt = a(νt, t) dt+ fνt dW
2
t , t > 0, ν0 = ν0, (3.3.1c)
where r, µ, s0, f, ν0 ∈ R+ and (W `t )t≥0, ` = 1, 2, are Wiener processes with constant
correlation ρ, |ρ| ∈ (0, 1), defined on a probability space (Ω,F , P ) with filtration
(Ft)t≥0, Ft ⊂ F , t ≥ 0, generated by (W `t )t≥0, ` = 1, 2 made complete and right-
continuous.
The coefficient a(·, ·) is assumed to be such that the system (3.3.1) has a unique
solution (B,S, ν) and such that there exists a unique martingale measure P
?
under
which S˜ = (S˜t)t≥0, S˜t := St/Bt, t ≥ 0 and ν˜t = (ν˜t)t≥0, ν˜t := νt/Bt, t ≥ 0 are
martingales.
System (3.3.1) is sometimes called a stochastic volatility model.
Valuation of financial derivatives. Let T ∈ R+ and Y˜T a FT -measurable and
P˜ -integrable random variable and let (Y˜t)0≤t≤T be a stochastic process defined by
Y˜t = E
?
[
Y˜T |Ft
]
, 0 ≤ t ≤ T, (3.3.2)
where E
?
denotes the expectation with respect to P
?
.
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Interpretation 3.3.1. Think of Y˜T as the discounted payoff of a financial derivative
Y with maturity T and European exercise feature. Assume that the model is
complete and hence Y has a unique price Y˜ . The price Y˜ has to be a martingale
since otherwise there would be some market participants who would out-arbitrage
this (no-arbitrage principle). We refer to [BK04] for an introduction to the risk-
neutral valuation of financial derivatives.
Valuation of variance swaps. Let
Y˜T = ν˜
R
T − R˜Y , (3.3.3)
where νRT is a FT -measurable and P
?
-integrable random variable and R˜Y is a F0-
measurable random variable defined by
R˜Y := E
? [
ν˜RT |F0
]
.
In this case the price of Y at time t is
Y˜t =
(
E
? [
ν˜RT |Ft
]− R˜Y ) , 0 ≤ t ≤ T
and in particular Y˜0 = 0 P
?
-a.s.
Interpretation 3.3.2. The financial derivative Y is a variance swap with strike R˜Y .
The random variable νRT is the realized variance up to maturity.
Let (the realized variance up to time t) (ν˜Rt )0≤t≤T be defined by
ν˜Rt :=

0 if t = 0
1
t
t∫
0
ν˜u du if 0 < t ≤ T.
(3.3.4)
Proposition 3.3.3. The (discounted) price of Y at time t, t ∈ [0, T ], is
Y˜t =
t
T
ν˜Rt +
T − t
T
ν˜t − R˜Y . (3.3.5)
Furthermore,
R˜Y = ν0.
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Proof. Let t ∈ (0, T ] then
E
? [
νRT |Ft
]
=
1
T
T∫
0
E
?
[ν˜u|Ft] du
=
1
T
 t∫
0
E
?
[ν˜u|Ft] du+
T∫
t
E
?
[ν˜u|Ft] du

=
1
T
t1
t
t∫
0
ν˜udu+
T∫
t
ν˜tdu

=
1
T
(
tν˜Rt + (T − t)ν˜t
)
=
t
T
ν˜Rt +
T − t
T
ν˜t.
For t = 0 it follows that
R˜Y = E
? [
ν˜RT |F0
]
= ν0.
Corollary 3.3.4. Let Yt := Y˜tBt, t ∈ [0, T ], be the price of Y then
Yt =
t
T
νRt +
T − t
T
νt − Bt
BT
RY , t ∈ [0, T ] (3.3.6)
with RY := BT R˜Y and
νRt :=
Bt
t
t∫
0
νu
Bu
du, t ∈ (0, T ],
νR0 = 0.
3.4. Problem discretization by the hedged Monte Carlo
method
The discretization of the problem formulated in §3.2 by the hedged Monte Carlo
method amounts to choose the process F = (Fk)
K
k=0 which generates the filtration
(Fk)Kk=0, the basis size (Dk)K−1k=0 and the basis functions ({bk,d}Dkd=1)K−1k=0 , associated
functions (fk)
K−1
k=0 and the number of Monte Carlo drawings I.
We set the stage for the calibration of (dk, {bk,d}Dkd=1)K−1k=0 (see §3.4.3) in §3.4.1 and
in §3.4.2.
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3.4.1. The calibration framework
We have set M = 2 and F = (F 1, F 2) = (S, ν). Next we define the functions
fk : F0...k(Ω) ⊂ R(k+1)M → Uk and subsequently the class of basis functions bk,j :
Uk → R.
a) Since there are two sources of uncertainty, Uk should have at least two dimen-
sions. The model is Markov and hence we set
fk ((S0, ν0), . . . , (Sk, νk)) := (Sk, νk), k = 0, . . . ,K − 1
and
Uk =
{
{(S0, ν0)} if k = 0
(0,∞)2 if 1 ≤ k ≤ K − 1.
Actually,
P (Ω˜1,k := {Sk /∈ (0,∞)}) > 0 and
P (Ω˜2,k := {νk /∈ (0,∞)}) > 0.
If Ω˜`,k, ` = 1, 2, has occurred, we discarded the realization and generated another
one. We have never observed Ω˜1,k. We have observed
K⋃
k=1
Ω˜2,k about once out of
104 realizations of ν.
b) We set D0 = 1 and Dk = D for k = 1, . . . ,K. If k = 0, bk,1 = 1 and otherwise
bk,d =

Lwd1,d2

d1 = 0, . . . , D1 − 1 if D2 = 0
d2 = 1, . . . , D2 − 1 if D1 = 0
1 ≤ d1 ≤ d2, d1 + d2 ≤ min{D1, D2}
or
Nd1,d2,`1,`2
{
dj = 1, . . . , Dj , j = 1, 2
where Lwd1,d2 is the (d1, d2)-th weighted Laguerre polynomial (see appendix A.1.1 for
definition) and Nd1,d2,`1,`2 , `j ∈ {2, 3}, j = 1, 2, is the (d1, d2)-th B-spline function of
order (`1, `2) (see appendix A.1.2 for definition). The parameters Dj ∈ N, j = 1, 2,
have to be chosen and determine D.
The splines Nd1,d2,`1,`2 are defined with respect to a grid
{(xk,1,j1 , xk,2,j2) |xk,1,j1 , xk,2,j2 ∈ R, j1 = 1, . . . , n1, j2 = 1, . . . , n2} ,
where n1, n2 ∈ N. The nodes xk,`,j` , j` = 1, . . . , n`, ` = 1, 2, are chosen in the same
manner as explained in §2.3.2; xk,1,· with respect to Sk and xk,2,· with respect to
νk.
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3.4.2. Implementation of the hedged Monte Carlo algorithm
The least squares problem (1.4.1) is solved by QR-factorization by means of House-
holder transformations.
All numerical results presented in this chapter have been obtained on a Intel(R)
Core(TM)2 Duo CPU E8200 @ 2.66GHz processor using a (single) core with cpu
MHz 1998.000 and cache size 6144 KB. The code has been written in C++.
3.4.3. Calibration of discretization parameters
The objective of this section is to determine an appropriate basis {bk,d}Dd=0. The
computing time of the hedged Monte Carlo algorithm depends strongly on the size
of D. We have observed that approximately
τ ∝ Dα
for some α, 1.5 < α < 2. Hence it is very important to choose D as small as possible.
Moreover, the choice of {bk,d}Dd=0 has strong influence on the approximation and on
the consistency error on the one side and on the stochastic error on the other side.
We determine an appropriate basis by the following three criteria:
E[Rhmc]→ min, (3.4.1a)
Var[Rhmc]→ min (3.4.1b)
and
τhmc → min . (3.4.1c)
Remark 3.4.1. The criteria are slightly different to (2.3.1) since we have no appro-
priate substitute for the locally risk-minimizing strategy (V lrm, ϑlrm). It would have
been possible to consider the continuous time counterpart of the model here. It is
complete and we could have computed the price (Hk)
K
k=0 of the hedging objective
then by solving for instance a partial differential equation. Then we could have
replaced V lrmk by Hk and ϑ
1
k
lrm
by ∂∂SHk. However it is not clear how to substitute
ϑ2k
lrm
. The variance swaps allow to hedge in part price risk and in part volatility
risk but we do not know to which extend these risks are hedged.
3.4.3.1. Numerical results
Table 3.4.1 shows the results obtained using various choices of the basis
{bk,1, . . . , bk,D}, k = 0, . . . ,K − 1.
of Ak. The results obtained using Laguerre polynomials can be found in subtable
(a). The results obtained using B-splines (surface splines) of order (2,2), (2,3),
(3,2) and (3,3) can be found in subtables (b)-(e). A very good basis seems to be
(10, 2) surface splines of order (3, 2). The results obtained there have been used as
reference for the other results.
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The results obtained using Laguerre polynomials seem to be of inferior quality than
the reference results. The stochastic error became particular large (see column
shmcD /s
r for R) when for the basis (D1, D2, D), D1 was increased. The stochastic
error seems to be the smallest for the basis (3, 0, 3). In this case however the residual
risk is almost five time larger than in the reference case. The results obtained using
surface splines are much better than those from Laguerre polynomials. The ratio
mhmc/mr for R has always been less than 1.51 while using the (3, 0, 3) Laguerre
basis the ratio has been 4.80.
Note that the Laguerre bases (Dx1 , 0, D) and the spline bases (Dx1 , 0) consist of no
basis functions which depend on ν. This corresponds to the case
fk((S0, ν0), . . . , (Sk, νk)) = (Sk), k = 0, . . . ,K − 1,
i.e. to the case any ν-dependence is ignored. The portfolio value Vk is only a function
of the price of the underlying asset, i.e. Vk = Vk(s); analog the first and the second
hedge, ϑ1k = ϑ
1
k(s) and ϑ
2
k = ϑ
2
k(s). If Hk = Hk(s, ν) is the market price of the
hedging objective, then the value of the two portfolios together is
−Hk(s, ν) + Vk(s), s, ν > 0.
This shows that the sensitivity of −Hk(s, ν) with respect to ν cannot be reduced
with the hedge portfolio Vk. Both hedging instruments are used to hedge price risk
in this case.
The results showed that the benefit of hedging in part price and in part volatility
risk is a reduction of mhmc/mr for R from 1.39 (see (10,0) surface splines of order
(3,2)) to 1 (see (10,2) surface splines of order (3,2)).
3.4.3.2. Visualization of a hedging strategy
Figure 3.4.1 shows the regressed portfolio value Vk and the first hedge ϑ
1
k+1 and the
second hedge ϑ2k+1 for k = 1, 19. In Figure 3.4.2 we have plotted the realizations
of (S, ν) used at time k = 1 and k = 19. This shows where the density of (Sk, νk)
is high and hence where the regression is better respectively worse (due to least
squares). The portfolio value and the first hedge seem very well regressed. The
second hedge seems to be most difficult to regress (like in the case of one source of
uncertainty, cf. Figure 2.3.1 (e) and (f)).
3.5. Hedging under local risk minimization
The hedged Monte Carlo algorithm allows to compute a trading strategy which is
an approximation to a locally risk-minimizing strategy. The local risk is defined
as the squared cost increment in the framework of local risk minimization. The
residual risk is not zero and hence the associated cost distribution is non-singular.
Intuitively, it is clear that the distribution is the more peaked the more often one
can hedge and/or the more hedging instruments are used. In which case, however,
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Figure 3.4.1.: The plots show a hedging strategy obtained by the hedged Monte
Carlo algorithm. We have set I = 5000 and Ak, k > 0, has been
spanned by (10, 2) B-splines of order (3, 2); there have been K = 20
hedging opportunities; the S- and ν-range of the plots correspond to
the domain of the B-splines;
does the cost distribution have a smaller second moment: if one hedges 10 times
with two instruments or if one hedges 100 times with a single instrument?
In this section we analyze the local and global (residual) risk (see §3.5.2 and §3.5.1)
and the cost distribution (see §3.5.3) if the hedging strategy is determined by the
hedged Monte Carlo algorithm. The analysis is comparative and based on simula-
tion.
Given (V hmc, ϑhmc) we generate another set of realizations F (I+1), . . . , F (2I) of F
and compute the local, ∆Chmck+1, and the global, ∆C
hmc, cost increment. This gives
rise to a realization of the local Rk and the global R risk estimator, cf. §1.5.
We compare the results for various choices of I (the number of simulated paths)
and K (the number of hedging opportunities).
The test problem is basically that one formulated in §3.2. We either set
(a) X = (X1), i.e. there is only one hedging instrument, the underlying asset
or we set
(b) X = (X1, X2), i.e. the hedging instruments are the underlying asset and the
variance swaps.
We will refer to (a) as simple hedging or the simple hedged case and to (b) as double
hedging or the double hedged case.
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3.5.1. Global risk
Table 3.5.1 documents the mean and the standard deviation of the R-estimator for
I (2500 ↑ 20000) paths and K = 20 hedging opportunities (subtable (a)) and for
K (10 ↑ 100) and I = 5000 (subtable (b)).
Subtable (a) shows that increasing the number of paths (I) by factor 8 (from 2500 to
20000) leads to a reduction of the standard deviation ofR by factor 3.10 = 1/0.3222
in the simple hedged case and 2.69 = 1/0.3715 in the double hedged case. Compared
to
√
8 = 2.83 we see that the reduction rate is about 1/2 which is typical for Monte
Carlo methods [Fis96, Jae02, Gla03].
Increasing I leads as well to slightly less risky hedging strategies (m(R) decreases,
see subtable (a)). This shows that the approximation of the hmc algorithm is the
better the larger I.
Subtable (b) shows that increasing the number of hedging opportunities (K) has
a much stronger risk reduction effect. Increasing K by factor 10 (from 10 to 100)
leads to a reduction of the mean of R by factor 2.36 = 1/0.4237 in the simple
hedged case and 3.21 = 1/0.3115 in the double hedged case. The reduction rate is
thus about 1/2 in the double hedged case and less than 1/2 in the simple hedged
case (
√
10 = 3.16).
In view of the standard deviation of R we see that it decreases by factor 2.60 =
1/0.3839 (simple hedging) and by 4.40 = 1/0.2275 (double hedging) for K from 10
to 100. The reason that the standard deviation of R decreases at all is that risk
minimization leads at the same time to variance reduction.
Instead of hedging more frequently, hedging with more instruments seems to be
more useful for risk reduction. In the double hedged case, the residual risk is about
one fourth of the residual risk in the simple hedged case (for an equal number of
hedging opportunities), see the last column in subtables (a) and (b). One can see
as well that 100 times simple hedging leaves more risk (m(R) = 3.1345× 0.4237 =
1.3280) than 10 times double hedging (m(R) = 0.9525).
3.5.2. Local risk
Figure 3.5.1 shows on left (subfigure (a)) the local risk Rk for k = 0, . . . ,K − 1.
One can see that in the double hedged case Rk is much smaller than in the simple
hedged case for k = 0, . . . , 3/4K. However, Rk increases much stronger in the
double hedged case close to maturity than in the simple hedged case. This effect is
visualized on the right (subfigure (b)).
In the simple hedged case, X = (X1), the increments
∆Chmck+1 =V
hmc
k+1(fk+1(F0...k+1))− V hmck (fk(0 . . . Fk))
− ϑhmck+1(fk(F0...k)) (Xk+1(F0...k+1)−Xk(F0...k)) ,
k = 0, . . . ,K − 1
(3.5.1)
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are pairwise independent and hence we expect that
R2 ≈
K−1∑
k=0
R2k,
cf. §1.5. If R2 =
K−1∑
k=0
R2k, it is optimal to have equal residual risk on each hedging
period, i.e. R2k = R2/K. This would correspond to a straight line with slope 1 in
subfigure (b).
In the double hedged case, X = (X1, X2), X2 does not have independent incre-
ments, cf. (3.2.3b), and hence the increments ∆Chmck+1 are independent neither.
3.5.3. The distribution of ∆C - higher moments
Yet, our analysis has focused on the second moment of the cost (increments), ∆C
and ∆Ck, as this is the way we have defined R and Rk. Higher moments however
exist and should receive some attention.
Figure 3.5.2 shows on the left (subfigure (a)) the ∆C distribution from simple
hedging and on the right (subfigure (b)) the ∆C distribution from double hedging.
Table 3.5.2 reports the sample mean and the sample standard deviation of the
mean, the standard deviation, the skewness and the kurtosis estimator of ∆C.
The results support what can be seen in Figure 3.5.2. The mean of ∆C is approxi-
mately zero for simple and for double hedging. Recall that locally risk-minimizing
strategies are mean self-financing, cf. Theorem 1.2.7, and hence E[∆C] = 0. The
distribution of ∆C has much smaller standard deviation in the case of double hedg-
ing than in the case of simple hedging. Compared to the normal distribution, the
∆C-distribution has high kurtosis in the case of double hedging. Note, however,
that the standard deviation of the kurtosis estimator is rather high.
Knowledge of the full distribution of ∆C can be used for instance to compute the
probability of losing a certain amount of money, cf. Figure 3.5.3.
The plot is quite impressive: imagine you have sold H for V0 then you will lose
with probability 30.0% more than 10% of V0 in the case of simple hedging. In the
double hedged case, however, the probability is only 2.7%.
3.6. Efficiency and speed-up of the hedged Monte Carlo
algorithm
We start with introducing a measure of efficiency.
Let θ be a Monte Carlo estimator, i.e. a random variable and realizations of θ are
obtained by Monte Carlo simulation. A standard measure for the efficiency of a
Monte Carlo method is
ε := s(θ)2 × τ, (3.6.1)
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where s(θ) is the sample standard deviation of θ and τ is the computing time for
one realization of θ. The definition can be motivated by the central limit theorem.
We refer to [BBG97, Gla03].
In order to measure the efficiency of the hedged Monte Carlo algorithm we set
θ = V0.
The initial portfolio value is a natural candidate for the price of the hedging objec-
tive. The continuous counterpart of the model introduced in section 3.2 is complete
and hence in this framework the hedging objective has a unique price. The price
can be approximated by standard Monte Carlo simulation under the risk neutral
measure. For this reason we compare the efficiency of the hedged Monte Carlo
algorithm with the efficiency of standard risk neutral Monte Carlo. We will denote
the Monte Carlo estimator of the price in the risk neutral framework as well by V0.
The speed-up of the hedged Monte Carlo algorithm with respect to risk neutral
Monte Carlo is
ς :=
εhmc
εrnmc
. (3.6.2)
Note that for equal standard deviation the computing time of the risk neutral
Monte Carlo algorithm is ς-times the computing time of the hedged Monte Carlo
algorithm. Since the computing time of a Monte Carlo algorithm depends linearly
on the number of simulated paths, one has to simulate ς-times as many paths using
risk neutral Monte Carlo than using the hedged Monte Carlo algorithm.
Note further that the risk neutral Monte Carlo algorithm and hedged Monte Carlo
algorithm are two different algorithms with two different areas of application in
general. The first one for pricing and the second one for hedging. The initial
portfolio value is not equal to the price of the hedging objective in the risk neutral
framework. The reason is that the risk neutral measure and the minimal martingal
measure are different. Speed-up is only what it has been defined.
Like in the preceding section we have generated numerical results for simple hedging
(X = (X1)) and for double hedging (X = (X1, X2)). The performance of the
hedged Monte Carlo algorithm has been investigated for I (2500 ↑ 20000). The
numerical results are presented in Table 3.6.1. One can see that the standard
deviation of the risk neutral Monte Carlo V0-estimator is much larger than the
standard deviation of the hedged Monte Carlo V0-estimator. For the computing
time it is vice versa. The hedged Monte Carlo algorithm is about as efficient as the
risk neutral Monte Carlo if X = (X1), but highly efficient if X = (X1, X2). In the
last case the speed-up factor is about seven.
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Figure 3.4.1.: The plots show a hedging strategy obtained by the hedged Monte
Carlo algorithm. We have set I = 5000 and Ak, k > 0, has been
spanned by (10, 2) B-splines of order (3, 2); there have been K = 20
hedging opportunities; the S- and ν-range of the plots correspond to
the domain of the B-splines;
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Figure 3.4.2.: The 5 000 realisations of (Sk, νk) used by the hedged Monte Carlo al-
gorithm to compute the hedging strategy which is partially visualized
in Figure 3.4.1.
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Figure 3.5.1.: Local risk versus time to maturity. ’1 h. instr.’ refers to the case
X = (X1) and ’2 h. instr.’ refers to the case X = (X1, X2); X1
is defined in (3.2.3) and X2 is defined in (3.2.3b). There has been
20 hedging opportunities (K = 20). The data has been obtained by
I = 5000 and Ak, k > 0, spanned by (10, 2) b-splines of order (3, 2).
The sample estimators m and s are based on 250 samples.
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(a) Laguerre polynomials
d
V0 R τhmcD /τ r
mhmcD −mr shmcD /sr mhmcD /mr shmcD /sr
(3,0,3) -0.0153 4.2660 4.7960 2.5714 0.11
(3,2,4) -0.0213 4.1702 4.7356 2.6000 0.14
(3,3,6) -0.0183 3.9362 4.4489 5.0612 0.18
(3,4,7) -0.0174 3.8723 4.4292 7.2612 0.21
(3,5,8) -0.0171 3.8404 4.4152 7.3918 0.24
(4,0,4) -0.0139 3.9787 4.5481 5.9837 0.13
(4,2,5) -0.0196 3.8936 4.5078 6.0531 0.16
(4,3,7) -0.0183 3.8936 4.4405 5.4327 0.21
(4,4,10) -0.0017 4.2128 4.3515 51.4408 0.31
(4,5,11) -0.0014 4.2234 4.3923 53.1143 0.36
(5,0,5) 0.0028 3.9681 4.2766 40.7551 0.15
(5,2,6) -0.0030 3.9362 4.2240 41.0204 0.18
(5,3,8) -0.0028 3.9255 4.2119 41.0449 0.24
(5,4,11) 0.0000 3.4043 3.7955 38.7061 0.36
(5,5,15) -0.0041 3.4468 3.6296 49.9388 0.56
(6,0,6) 0.0008 3.1170 3.3983 37.8163 0.17
(6,2,7) -0.0052 3.0426 3.3308 38.1918 0.21
(6,3,9) -0.0051 3.0426 3.3264 38.4980 0.28
(6,4,12) -0.0034 3.0106 3.3116 38.0408 0.40
(6,5,16) 0.0094 16.2660 6.3000 383.3429 0.62
(7,0,7) 0.0146 17.2234 7.2050 446.8408 0.20
(7,2,8) 0.0086 17.2660 7.1573 448.9633 0.24
(7,3,10) 0.0086 17.2553 7.1464 448.4408 0.32
(7,4,13) 0.0104 17.2234 7.1696 448.0490 0.45
(7,5,17) 0.0100 17.6277 7.3167 460.4612 0.69
Table 3.4.1.: Sample mean (m) and sample standard deviation (s) of the V0- and the
R-estimator using 250 samples (column 2-5); the superscripts (hmc,r)
refer to the underlying hedging strategy of the V0- and R-estimator; r
refers to the reference strategy; τhmcD denotes the computing time of the
hedged Monte Carlo algorithm for (V, ϑ); We have set I = 5000, K =
20 and Ak is spanned by different bases: the heading of the subtable
indicate the basis type; the basis size and composition is specified in
the first column: for Laguerre polynomials the triple is (D1, D2, D)
and for B-splines the pair is (D1, D2) which gives D = D1 ×D2.
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(b) b-splines of order (2,2)
d
V0 R τhmcD /τ r
mhmcD −mr shmcD /sr mhmcD /mr shmcD /sr
(8,0) 0.0072 1.3511 1.5078 0.8612 0.26
(8,2) 0.0026 1.0957 1.1374 0.9143 0.67
(8,3) 0.0028 1.0957 1.1457 0.9592 1.31
(8,4) 0.0031 1.0851 1.1600 1.0000 2.20
(10,0) 0.0061 1.3085 1.4420 0.9184 0.33
(10,2) 0.0014 1.0213 1.0588 1.0449 0.96
(10,3) 0.0019 1.0000 1.0699 1.2204 1.95
(10,4) 0.0021 1.0106 1.0866 1.2490 3.38
(15,0) 0.0056 1.2872 1.4100 0.9184 0.59
(15,2) 0.0011 1.0000 1.0190 1.1020 1.97
(15,3) 0.0014 0.9894 1.0367 1.2122 4.28
(c) b-splines of order (2,3)
d
V0 R τhmcD /τ r
mhmcD −mr shmcD /sr mhmcD /mr shmcD /sr
(8,0) 0.0072 1.3511 1.5078 0.8612 0.26
(8,3) 0.0029 1.0851 1.1545 1.0000 1.32
(8,4) 0.0033 1.0851 1.1804 1.2163 2.21
(10,0) 0.0061 1.3085 1.4420 0.9184 0.33
(10,3) 0.0020 1.0106 1.0840 1.6204 1.96
(10,4) 0.0023 1.0319 1.1142 1.9714 3.41
(15,0) 0.0056 1.2872 1.4100 0.9184 0.59
(15,3) 0.0017 1.0106 1.0615 1.8449 4.28
(15,4) 0.0020 1.0851 1.1088 3.6898 7.93
Table 3.4.1.: Sample mean (m) and sample standard deviation (s) of the V0- and the
R-estimator using 250 samples (column 2-5); the superscripts (hmc,r)
refer to the underlying hedging strategy of the V0- and R-estimator; r
refers to the reference strategy; τhmcD denotes the computing time of the
hedged Monte Carlo algorithm for (V, ϑ); We have set I = 5000, K =
20 and Ak is spanned by different bases: the heading of the subtable
indicate the basis type; the basis size and composition is specified in
the first column: for Laguerre polynomials the triple is (D1, D2, D)
and for B-splines the pair is (D1, D2) which gives D = D1 ×D2.
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(d) b-splines of order (3,2)
d
V0 R τhmcD /τ r
mhmcD −mr shmcD /sr mhmcD /mr shmcD /sr
(8,0) 0.0041 1.3191 1.4443 0.7429 0.29
(8,2) -0.0003 1.0426 1.0766 0.8735 0.70
(8,3) 0.0000 1.0638 1.0899 1.2857 1.34
(8,4) 0.0002 1.0957 1.1230 2.2286 2.22
(10,0) 0.0045 1.2872 1.3904 0.8612 0.37
(10,2) 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.00
(10,3) 0.0000 0.9894 1.0136 1.1592 1.98
(10,4) 0.0000 1.0426 1.0426 1.6816 3.42
(15,0) 0.0048 1.2553 1.3884 0.9143 0.64
(15,2) 0.0004 0.9574 0.9944 1.0980 2.01
(15,3) 0.0005 0.9574 1.0157 1.5551 4.33
(15,4) 0.0005 1.0638 1.0933 6.0000 7.99
(e) b-splines of order (3,3)
d
V0 R τhmcD /τ r
mhmcD −mr shmcD /sr mhmcD /mr shmcD /sr
(8,0) 0.0041 1.3191 1.4443 0.7429 0.29
(8,3) -0.0003 1.0638 1.0984 1.2653 1.34
(8,4) -0.0002 1.1064 1.1430 2.6694 2.23
(10,0) 0.0045 1.2872 1.3904 0.8612 0.37
(10,3) 0.0000 1.0106 1.0241 1.3143 1.99
(10,4) -0.0001 1.0638 1.0686 2.1714 3.42
(15,0) 0.0048 1.2553 1.3884 0.9143 0.64
(15,3) 0.0005 0.9681 1.0332 1.7837 4.33
(15,4) 0.0007 1.0426 1.0876 3.3143 7.99
Table 3.4.1.: Sample mean (m) and sample standard deviation (s) of the V0- and the
R-estimator using 250 samples (column 2-5); the superscripts (hmc,r)
refer to the underlying hedging strategy of the V0- and R-estimator; r
refers to the reference strategy; τhmcD denotes the computing time of the
hedged Monte Carlo algorithm for (V, ϑ); We have set I = 5000, K =
20 and Ak is spanned by different bases: the heading of the subtable
indicate the basis type; the basis size and composition is specified in
the first column: for Laguerre polynomials the triple is (D1, D2, D)
and for B-splines the pair is (D1, D2) which gives D = D1 ×D2.
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(a) Number of paths generated (column 1). For I = 2500 we have obtained for R: m1hI = 2.3380,
s1hI = 0.0509 and m
2h
I = 0.6104, s
2h
I = 0.0358
I/103
1 h. instr.: R 2 h. instr.: R
m2hI /m
1h
I
mI=2500/mI sI=2500/sI mI=2500/mI sI=2500/sI
2.5 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.2611
5.0 0.9943 0.5914 0.9726 0.6844 0.2554
7.5 0.9909 0.5069 0.9615 0.5587 0.2533
10.0 0.9892 0.4499 0.9567 0.4665 0.2525
12.5 0.9883 0.4028 0.9522 0.3966 0.2515
15.0 0.9877 0.3870 0.9497 0.3603 0.2510
17.5 0.9871 0.3458 0.9472 0.3464 0.2505
20.0 0.9868 0.3222 0.9464 0.3715 0.2504
(b) Number of hedging opportunities (column 1). For K = 10 we have obtained for R: m1hI = 3.1345,
s1hI = 0.0409 and m
2h
I = 0.9525, s
2h
I = 0.0444
K
1 h. instr.: R 2 h. instr.: R
m2hI /m
1h
I
mI=2500/mI sI=2500/sI mI=2500/mI sI=2500/sI
10 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.3039
15 0.8350 0.8973 0.7545 0.7432 0.2746
20 0.7416 0.7359 0.6233 0.5518 0.2554
25 0.6768 0.6724 0.5424 0.4550 0.2435
30 0.6297 0.6039 0.4896 0.4167 0.2363
50 0.5231 0.5355 0.3783 0.2568 0.2197
75 0.4592 0.4279 0.3321 0.2230 0.2197
100 0.4237 0.3839 0.3115 0.2275 0.2234
Table 3.5.1.: Sample mean (m) and standard deviation (s) of the risk estimator, R,
for simple and double hedging, i.e. for X = (X1) (column 2 and 3)
and for X = (X1, X2) (column 4 and 5). Column 6 gives the ratio of
the sample mean of R of ’hedging with two instruments’ over ’hedging
with one instrument’. The results have been obtained generating 250
samples. For each sample we have run the hedged Monte Carlo algo-
rithm. We have used (10, 2) B-splines of order (3, 2) to approximate
the hedging strategy.
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Figure 3.5.2.: The plots show the estimated probability distribution of ∆C for sim-
ple hedging on the left (i.e. X = (X1)) and for double hedging on
the right (i.e. X = (X1, X2)). The plotted data are relative frequen-
cies obtained by simulation. The locally risk-minimizing strategy has
been approximated 250 times by the hedged Monte Carlo algorithm.
For each sample I realizations of ∆C have been generated. The free
discretization parameters I and the basis of Ak have been set to
I = 5000 and Ak, k > 0, has been spanned by (10, 2) B-splines of or-
der (3, 2). There has been 20 hedging opportunities (K = 20). If the
option H is sold for V0 and if a hedge portfolio is contructed according
to (V, ϑ), one will make loss if ∆C > 0 and profit if ∆C < 0.
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Figure 3.5.3.: Estimate of the cumulative distribution functions x 7→ P (∆C > x)
computed from the estimated probability distribution of ∆C (plotted
in figure 3.5.2).
Estimator
1 h. instr. 2 h. instr.
m s m s
Mean(∆C) 0.0363 0.0432 -0.0034 0.0121
StDev(∆C) 2.3226 0.0304 0.5949 0.0259
Skew(∆C) 0.4702 0.0821 -0.9422 1.5500
Kurt(∆C) 1.6515 0.4206 29.8749 44.1677
Table 3.5.2.: Estimated mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis of the
distribution of ∆C for simple hedging on the left (i.e. X = (X1)) and
for double hedging on the right (i.e. X = (X1, X2)). The estimators
(Mean, StDev, Skew and Kurt) are defined in appendix A.2. The
sample mean (m) and the sample standard deviation (s) is based on
500 samples. A sample has been obtained running the hedged Monte
Carlo algorithm and I-times simulation of ∆C. We have set I = 5000
and Ak, k > 0, has been spanned by (10, 2) B-splines of order (3, 2).
There has been 20 hedging opportunities (K = 20).
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I
rnmc hmc1 hmc2
s(V0) τ/sec s(V0) τ/sec s(V0) τ/sec
2500 0.2893 0.03 0.0445 1.21 0.0120 2.35
5000 0.1951 0.07 0.0331 2.45 0.0094 4.72
7500 0.1582 0.10 0.0287 3.68 0.0072 7.11
10000 0.1312 0.13 0.0218 4.90 0.0057 9.58
12500 0.1202 0.17 0.0197 6.16 0.0052 12.67
15000 0.1097 0.21 0.0181 7.57 0.0046 16.25
17500 0.1028 0.25 0.0168 9.48 0.0043 20.95
20000 0.0987 0.30 0.0165 11.96 0.0042 26.69
(a) Sample standard deviation of the V0 estimator (column 2, 4 and 6) and computing time τ for
one realization (column 3, 5 and 7); the number of simulated paths I (column 1).
I
efficiency (ε) speed up (ς)
rnmc hmc1 hmc2 hmc1 hmc2
2500 0.002511 0.002396 0.000338 1.05 7.43
5000 0.002664 0.002684 0.000417 0.99 6.39
7500 0.002503 0.003031 0.000369 0.83 6.78
10000 0.002238 0.002329 0.000311 0.96 7.20
12500 0.002456 0.002391 0.000343 1.03 7.16
15000 0.002527 0.002480 0.000344 1.02 7.35
17500 0.002642 0.002676 0.000387 0.99 6.83
20000 0.002923 0.003256 0.000471 0.90 6.21
(b) Efficiency (column 2-4) and speed-up (column 5-6) for various I (number of simulated paths); ε
is defined in (3.6.1) and ς is defined in (3.6.2).
Table 3.6.1.: rnmc refers to the risk neutral Monte Carlo algorithm and hmc refers
to the hedged Monte Carlo algorithm; we have generated 500 samples
for rnmc and 250 for hmc; hmc1 refers to the case X = (X1) and
hmc2 refers to the case X = (X1, X2). We have set K = 20 and we
have used (10, 2) B-splines of order (3, 2).
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4. Optimal control of European double
barrier basket options
This chapter is to a large extent identical to [HL11].
Abstract: We consider European double barrier basket call options on two un-
derlyings with an upper and a lower knock-out barrier. The payoff function is
stripewise affine linear. The exact shape of the payoff function and the level of the
rebate are determined by parameters (controls) that have to be chosen such that the
delta of the option is as close as possible to a predefined constant profit/loss. This
leads to a control constrained optimal control problem for the two-dimensional
Black-Scholes equation with Dirichlet boundary control and finite time control.
Based on the variational formulation of the problem in an appropriate Sobolev
space setting, we prove the existence of a unique solution and state the first order
necessary optimality conditions. A semi-discretization in space by conforming P1
finite elements with respect to a simplicial triangulation of the computational do-
main gives rise to a semi-discrete control constrained optimal control problem for a
linear system of first order ordinary differential equations. A further discretization
in time by the backward Euler scheme results in a fully discrete optimization prob-
lem that is solved numerically by the projected BFGS method with Armijo line
search. Numerical examples for some selected test cases illustrate the benefits of
hedging with European double barrier basket options in case of optimally controlled
cash settlements.
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4.1. Introduction
Barrier options are exotic options and mostly traded over-the-counter. There are
various kinds of barrier options on the market: barrier options with single or dou-
ble barrier, with one or more underlying assets, barrier options which are acti-
vated/deactivated if a barrier is crossed, with and without rebate at the barrier
etc.
The problem which is investigated in this chapter is to create a double barrier
option on a basket of two assets such that it has (almost) constant delta.
Such an option would be appealing i) for someone who holds a portfolio of the
underlying assets and wants to have protection against (decreasing) asset prices
and ii) for someone who holds a portfolio of this option and wants to hedge it.
The valuation of a single barrier option on one underlying has already been dealt
with in the seminal paper by Merton [Mer73] and subsequently studied in [Car95,
CV96, RR91, Rit98]. The first contribution addressing barrier options with more
than one underlying is [HK94]. In particular, the authors are concerned with bar-
rier options on a single stock with the barrier being determined by another asset,
whereas valuation formulas for barrier options on a basket have been derived later
in [KWY98, WK03]. Hedging techniques for barrier options have been considered
by different approaches including static hedging based on the equivalence to contin-
gent claims with specifically adjusted payoff functions [CC97, CEG98, Pou06], the
partial differential equation (PDE) formulation [AAE02, DEK95, LYH03, NP06,
Pou06, Sbu05], and stochastic optimization [GM07, Mar09b, MS09].
We follow an optimal control approach for the optimization of European double
barrier basket option. The paper is organized as follows: In section 4.2, we formulate
the problem. The payoff function is parametrized by a finite number of parameters
u = (u1, . . . , uM )
T , M ∈ N, featuring the control. The rebate at the upper barrier
is uM . The control variables are bilaterally constrained and have to be chosen in
such a way that a tracking type objective functional in terms of the delta of the
option is minimized. The state variable is the Black-Scholes price of the option.
This amounts to the solution of a control constrained optimal control problem for
the Black-Scholes equation in some space-time domain Q := Ω×(0, T ), T > 0, where
Ω is a trapezoidal domain in R2 determined by the lower and upper barriers Kmin
and Kmax. The rebate at the upper barrier enters as a Dirichlet boundary control,
whereas the payoff enter as a final time control vector. A particular feature is that
the Dirichlet boundary conditions on the boundaries parallel to the coordinate axes
are given by the solution of associated 1D Black-Scholes equations.
In section 4.3, we reformulate the problem as an initial control/Dirichlet boundary
control problem by means of a simple transformation in time and deal with its
weak formulation in a weighted Sobolev space setting. Section 4.4 is devoted to the
derivation of the first order necessary optimality conditions involving adjoint states
that satisfy backward in time parabolic PDEs as well as a variational inequality due
to the bilateral constraints on the control. In section 4.5, we are concerned with
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a semi-discretization in space by conforming P1 finite elements with respect to a
simplicial triangulation of the computational domain. The semi-discrete optimal
control problem amounts to the minimization of a semi-discrete objective functional
subject to systems of first order ordinary differential equations (ODEs) obtained
by the finite element approximation in space and the constraints imposed on the
controls. It thus represents a control constrained initial control problem for the
respective systems of first order ODEs in terms of the associated mass and stiffness
matrices as well as input matrices expressing the input from the semi-discretized
boundary controls at the upper barrier. The corresponding semi-discrete optimality
system nicely reflects the intrinsic couplings between the states, their adjoint coun-
terparts, and the controls. Using a further discretization in time by the implicit
Euler method, the resulting fully discrete optimality system is studied in section
4.6. Its numerical solution is realized by the projected BFGS method with Armijo
line search. Finally, section 4.8 contains a documentation of numerical results il-
lustrating the application of the optimal control approach.
Optimal control of double barrier options on a single underlying asset has been
investigated before [BB02]. Their work however is quite different to ours: they
do not consider a weak formulation of the Black-Scholes equation; they use finite
differences for the discretization in space and the Crank-Nicholson method for the
discretization in time, cf. [AP05, Hul08]. The resulting discrete optimal control
problem is then solved by sequential quadratic programming, cf. [GMW82, NW99].
The gradient of the objective functional has been computed through automatic
differentiation, cf. [AP05, Gri00].
4.2. The optimal control problem
We consider a European double barrier basket call option on a basket consisting
of two assets with prices Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2. We assume that the option has maturity
T , T ∈ R+, strike K, K ∈ R+, and barriers Kmin and Kmax, satisfying Kmin,
Kmax ∈ R+, Kmin < K < Kmax.
We consider the Black-Scholes model. Hence the price of the option, yt, at time t
is unique and a function of t and the prices, Si,t, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, of the underlying assets
at time t, i.e. yt = y(S, t), S = (S1, S2). The temporal domain for the price of the
option y is [0, T ] and spatial domain is given by the trapezoid
Ω := {S = (S1, S2) ∈ R2+ | Kmin < |S| < Kmax}, (4.2.1)
where |S| := S1 + S2, with boundaries
Γ1 := (Kmin,Kmax)× {0}, Γ2 := {0} × (Kmin,Kmax), (4.2.2)
Γ3 := {S ∈ R2+ | |S| = Kmin}, Γ4 := {S ∈ R2+ | |S| = Kmax}.
Let us denote by r = r(t), t ∈ [0, T ], the risk-free interest rate and by σk = σk(S, t),
1 ≤ k ≤ 2, S ∈ Ω, t ∈ [0, T ], the volatilities of the assets. Moreover, we refer to
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ρ = (ρk`)
2
k,`=1 with ρkk = 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ 2, and ρ12 = ρ21 = 2ρ/(1 + ρ2), −1 < ρ < +1,
as the correlation matrix. We set ξ = (ξk`)
2
k,`=1 where ξk` := ρk`σkσ`, 1 ≤ k, ` ≤ 2.
It is well-known (cf., e.g., [AP05, BB02, Top98]) that the price yQ, Q := Ω× (0, T ),
of the option satisfies the following boundary value problem for the Black-Scholes
equation with a final time condition at maturity T :
∂yQ
∂t
+ LΩ(t)yQ = 0 in Q := Ω× (0, T ), (4.2.3a)
yQ = yΣj on Σj := Γj × (0, T ) , 1 ≤ j ≤ 4, (4.2.3b)
yQ(·, T ) = yQ,T in Ω. (4.2.3c)
Here, LΩ(t), t ∈ [0, T ], stands for the second order elliptic operator
LΩ(t) :=
1
2
2∑
k,`=1
ξk`SkS`
∂2
∂Sk∂S`
+ r
2∑
k=1
Sk
∂
∂Sk
− r. (4.2.4)
The boundary functions yΣ3 and yΣ4 represent cash settlements at the lower and
at the upper barrier. We have set yΣ3 = 0. The final time function yQ,T and the
boundary function yΣ4 are chosen below. The other two boundary functions yΣν ,
1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, have to be computed as the solutions of the one-dimensional Black-
Scholes equations
∂yΣν
∂t
+ LΓν (t)yΣν = 0 in Σν := Γν × (0, T ) (4.2.5a)
yΣν (Sν , t) =
{
0 if Sν = Kmin
yΣ4 if Sν = Kmax
, t ∈ (0, T ), (4.2.5b)
yΣν (·, T ) = yQ,T |Γν in Γν (4.2.5c)
where LΓν (t), 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, t ∈ [0, T ], are the second order elliptic operators
LΓν (t) :=
1
2
σ2νS
2
ν
∂2
∂S2ν
+ rSν
∂
∂Sν
− r. (4.2.6)
Next, we come to the definition of yQ,T and yΣ4 . For that purpose let M ∈ N and
K =: K0 < K1 < · · · < KM := Kmax
be a partition of [K,Kmax] with Ki := K+ iδ|S|, 0 ≤ i ≤M , δ|S| := (Kmax−K)/M
and setting formally u := (u1, · · · , uM )T ∈ RM+ , as well as K−1 = Kmin, u−1 =
u0 = 0, we may choose y4 = uM and yT = g(u) where
(g(u))(S) = ui−1g
(i)
1 (S) + uig
(i)
2 (S) for |S| ∈ [Ki−1,Ki] and i = 0, · · · ,M
(4.2.7)
with
g
(i)
1 (S) := (Ki − S)/δ|S| and g(i)2 (S) := (S −Ki−1)/δ|S|.
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We may consider u as a control vector that has to be chosen such that the Greek
∆ := ∇y per asset point is as close to a prespecified profit d = (d1, d2)T as possible.
The controls are subject to the constraints
u ∈Uad := {v = (v1, · · · , vM )T ∈ RM | vi ∈ U (i)ad , 1 ≤ i ≤M}, (4.2.8)
U
(i)
ad := {vi ∈ R | ui,min ≤ vi ≤ ui,max}.
We consider the following optimal control problem for the two-dimensional Black-
Scholes equation: Find (yQ, u) such that
inf
yQ,u
J(yQ, u) :=
1
2
T∫
0
∫
Ω
|∇yQ − d|2dSdt, (4.2.9)
subject to (4.2.3a)-(4.2.3c), (4.2.5a)-(4.2.5c), and (4.2.8).
4.3. Variational formulation of the optimal control problem
We use standard notation from Lebesgue and Sobolev space theory. In particular,
given a bounded Lipschitz domain Ω ⊂ Rd, d ∈ N, with boundary Γ := ∂Ω,
for D ⊆ Ω we refer to Lp(D), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ as the Banach spaces of p-th power
integrable functions (p < ∞) and essentially bounded functions (p = ∞) on D
with norm ‖ · ‖Lp(D). We denote by Lp(D)+ the positive cone in Lp(D), i.e.,
Lp(D)+ := {v ∈ Lp(D) | v ≥ 0 a.e. in D}. In case p = 2, the space L2(D) is a
Hilbert space whose inner product and norm will be referred to as (·, ·)L2(D).
For m ∈ N0 and weight functions ω = (ωα)|α|≤m with ωα ∈ L∞(D)+, α =
(α1, · · · , αd) ∈ Nd0, |α| :=
∑d
i=1 αi, we denote by W
m,p
ω (D) the weighted Sobolev
spaces with norms
‖v‖Wm,pω (D) :=

( ∑
|α|≤m
‖ωαDαv‖pLp(D)
)1/p
if p <∞
max
|α|≤m
‖ωαDαv‖L∞(D) if p =∞
and refer to | · |Wm,pω (D) as the associated seminorms. In particular, for |α| = 1 we
use the notation ∇ωv := (S1∂v/∂S1, · · · , Sd∂v/∂Sd)T . For p < ∞ and s ∈ R+,
s = m + σ, m ∈ N0 , 0 < σ < 1, we define the weighted Sobolev space W s,pω (D)
with norm ‖ · ‖W s,pω (D) in analogy to the standard, non-weighted case and refer to
W s,pω,0(D) as the closure of C
∞
0 (D) in W
s,p
ω (D). For s < 0, we denote by W
−s,p
ω (D)
the dual space of W−s,qω,0 (D), p
−1 + q−1 = 1. In case p = 2, the spaces W s,2ω (D)
are Hilbert spaces. We will write Hsω(D) instead of W
s,2
ω (D) and refer to (·, ·)Hsω(D)
and ‖ · ‖Hsω(D) as the inner products and associated norms. In the standard case
ωα ≡ 1, |α| ≤ m, we will drop the subindex ω.
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For a Banach space X and its dual X∗, we refer to 〈·, ·〉X∗,X as the dual pairing
between X∗ and X. For Banach spaces Xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ∈ N, and a function
v ∈ ⋂ni=1Xi, we refer to ‖v‖⋂ni=1Xi as the norm
‖v‖⋂n
i=1Xi
:= max
1≤i≤n
‖v‖Xi . (4.3.1)
Moreover, for T > 0 and a Banach space X, we denote by Lp((0, T ), X), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞,
and C([0, T ], X) the Banach spaces of functions v : [0, T ]→ X with norms
‖v‖Lp((0,T ),X) :=

( T∫
0
‖v(t)‖pXdt
)1/p
if 1 ≤ p <∞
ess sup
t∈[0,T ]
‖v(t)‖X if p =∞
‖v‖C([0,T ],X) : = max
t∈[0,T ]
‖v(t)‖X .
The spaces W s,p((0, T ), X) and Hs((0, T ), X), s ∈ R+, are defined likewise.
In particular, for a subspace V ⊂ H1ω(Ω) with dual V ∗ we will consider the space
H1((0, T ), V ∗) ∩ L2((0, T ), V ), (4.3.2)
and note that the following continuous embedding holds true
H1((0, T ), V ∗) ∩ L2((0, T ), V ) ⊂ C([0, T ], L2(Ω)). (4.3.3)
For y ∈ H1((0, T ), V ∗) ∩ L2((0, T ), V ), we further denote by γ
Σ′ (y), Σ
′ ⊂ Σ :=
Γ× (0, T ), the trace of y on Σ′.
In the sequel, Ω ⊂ R2+ will stand for the trapezoidal domain given by (4.2.1) and
Γi ⊂ ∂Ω, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, for its boundaries as specified by (4.2.2). The weight functions
ωα will be chosen according to
wα = Sα1Sα2 , α = (α1, α2) , |α| ≤ 2, (4.3.4)
with the convention that Sαi = 1 for αi = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2.
We reformulate the boundary and final time problems for the backward parabolic
equations as initial-boundary value problems by means of the transformation t 7→
T − t. Keeping for notational simplicity the same notation for yQ and yΣν and the
operators LΩ , LΣν , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, the initial-boundary value problems read as follows:
∂yQ
∂t
− LΩ(t)yQ = 0 in Q, (4.3.5a)
yQ =

yΣν on Σν , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2,
0 on Σ3,
uM on Σ4,
(4.3.5b)
yQ(·, 0) = g(u) in Ω, (4.3.5c)
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∂yΣν
∂t
− LΓν (t)yΣν = 0 in Σν , (4.3.6a)
yΣν (Sν , t) =
{
0 if Sν = Kmin
uM if Sν = Kmax
, t ∈ (0, T ), (4.3.6b)
yΣν (·, 0) = g(u)|Γν . (4.3.6c)
As far as the volatilities σk, 1 ≤ k ≤ 2, and the interest r are concerned, we will
impose the following assumptions:
(A1) The volatilities satisfy σk ∈ C([0, T ], C2(Ω)), 1 ≤ k ≤ 2, and there exist
constants σ
(min)
k > 0, Cσk > 0, such that
σk(S, t) ≥ σ(min)k , (S, t) ∈ Q¯, 1 ≤ k ≤ 2, (4.3.7a)
|S · ∇σk(S, t)| ≤ Cσk (S, t) ∈ Q¯, 1 ≤ k ≤ 2. (4.3.7b)
(A2) The interest rate satisfies r ∈ C([0, T ]) such that r(t) > 0, t ∈ [0, T ].
For the correlation matrix ξ = (ξ)2k,`=1, it is an immediate consequence of assump-
tion (A1) that ξk,` ∈ C([0, T ], C2(Ω)), 1 ≤ k, ` ≤ 2, and that there exists a constant
ξmin > 0 such that for all η ∈ R2 there holds
2∑
k,`=1
ξk,`(S, t)ηkη` ≥ ξmin|η|2, (S, t) ∈ Q¯. (4.3.8)
We now study the weak formulations of the initial-boundary value problems (4.3.5a)-
(4.3.5c) and (4.3.6a)-(4.3.6c):
A function yQ ∈ H1((0, T ), V ∗) ∩ L2((0, T ), V ), where V := {v ∈ H1ω(Ω) | v|Σν =
yΣν , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, v|Σ3 = 0, v|Σ4 = uM}, is called a weak solution of (4.3.5a)-(4.3.5c),
if for all v ∈ L2((0, T ), H1ω,0(Ω)) there holds
T∫
0
〈∂yQ
∂t
, v〉H−1ω (Ω),H1ω,0(Ω)dt+
T∫
0
a(t; yQ, v)dt = 0, (4.3.9a)
yQ(·, 0) = g(u) (4.3.9b)
Here, the bilinear form a(t; ·, ·), t ∈ (0, T ), is given by
a(t; y, v) :=
∫
Ω
1
2
2∑
k,`=1
ξk`SkS`
∂y
∂Sk
∂v
∂S`
+
2∑
k=1
(
1
2
2∑
`=1
∂ξk`
∂S`
S` + ξkk +
1
2
ξ12 − r
)
Sk
∂y
∂Sk
v + ryv
 dS.
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Likewise, a function yΣν ∈ H1((0, T ), V ∗ν ) ∩ L2((0, T ), Vν), where Vν := {v ∈
H1ω(Γν) | v(Kmin) = 0, v(Kmax) = uM}, is said to be a weak solution of (4.3.6a)-
(4.3.6c), if for all vν ∈ L2((0, T ), H1ω,0(Γν)) there holds
T∫
0
〈∂yΣν
∂t
, vν〉H−1ω (Γν),H1ω,0(Γν)dt+
T∫
0
aν(t; yΣν , vν)dt = 0, (4.3.10a)
yΣν (·, 0) = g(u)|Γν . (4.3.10b)
Here, the bilinear form aν(t; ·, ·), t ∈ (0, T ), is given by
aν(t; y, v) :=
∫
Γν
(
1
2
σ2νS
2
ν
∂y
∂Sν
∂v
∂Sν
+
(
σν
∂σν
∂Sν
Sν + σ
2
ν − r
)
Sν
∂y
∂Sν
v + ryv
)
dSν .
Theorem 4.3.1. For arbitrarily chosen but fixed u ∈ RM , the state equations
(4.3.9a), (4.3.9b) and (4.3.10a), (4.3.10b) admit unique solutions yQ ∈ C([0, T ], V )∩
L2((0, T ), V ∩H2ω(Ω)) and yΣν ∈ C([0, T ], Vν)∩L2((0, T ), Vν ∩H2ω(Γν)), 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2.
Moreover, for all t ∈ (0, T ) there holds
exp(−2λt)‖yQ(t)‖2L2(Ω) + 2ξ2min
t∫
0
exp(−2λτ)|yQ(τ)|2V dτ ≤ ‖g(u)‖2L2(Ω),
(4.3.11)
exp(−2λνt)‖yΣν (t)‖2L2(Γν) +
1
2
(σ(min)ν )
2
t∫
0
exp(−2λντ)|yΣν (τ)|2Vν dτ ≤ ‖g(u)‖2L2(Γν),
1 ≤ ν ≤ 2.
Proof. It follows from assumptions (A1), (A2) and the Poincare´ inequalities (cf.,
e.g., [AP05])
‖v‖2L2(Ω) ≤ 2
∫
Ω
|S · ∇ωv(S)|2 dS1dS2, v ∈ V,
‖vν‖2L2(Γν) ≤ 2
∫
Γν
|Sν ∂vν
∂Sν
(Sν)|2 dSν , vν ∈ Vν , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2,
that the bilinear forms a(t; ·, ·) and aν(t; ·, ·) satisfy Gaˆrding-type inequalities uni-
formly in t, i.e., there exist constants λ ≥ 0 and λν ≥ 0, 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, such that for
all t ∈ (0, T ) there holds
a(t; v, v) ≥ 1
4
ξ2min ‖v‖2V − λ‖v‖2L2(Ω), v ∈ V,
aν(t; v, v) ≥ 1
4
(σ(min)ν )
2 ‖v‖2Vν − λν‖v‖2L2(Γν), v ∈ Vν , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2.
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Consequently, the initial-boundary value problems (4.3.9a), (4.3.9b) and (4.3.10a),
(4.3.10b) have unique solutions yQ ∈ H1((0, T ), V ∗) ∩ L2((0, T ), V ) and yΣν ∈
H1((0, T ), V ∗ν ) ∩ L2((0, T );Vν), 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, satisfying (4.3.11) (cf., e.g., Thm. 2.11
and section 2.6 in [AP05]). Moreover, standard regularity results for parabolic
partial differential equations [AP05, RR93] reveal yQ ∈ C([0, T ], V )∩L2((0, T ), V ∩
H2ω(Ω)) and yΣν ∈ C([0, T ], Vν) ∩ L2((0, T ), Vν ∩H2ω(Γν)), 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2.
Based on the weak formulation of the state equations, the optimal control problem
from section 4.2 reads as follows:
Find (y, u), where y = (yQ, yΣ1 , yΣ2 ), yQ ∈ H1((0, T ), V ∗) ∩ L2((0, T ), V ), yΣν ∈
H1((0, T ), V ∗ν ) ∩ L2((0, T );Vν), 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, and u ∈ Uad such that
inf
y,u
J(y, u) :=
1
2
T∫
0
∫
Ω
|∇yQ − d|2dSdt, (4.3.12a)
subject to (4.3.9a), (4.3.9b) and (4.3.10a), (4.3.10b). (4.3.12b)
Theorem 4.3.2. The optimal control problem (4.3.12a), (4.3.12b) admits a unique
solution (y, u).
Proof. We denote by S : Uad → H1((0, T ), V ∗) ∩ L2((0, T ), V ) and Sν : Uad →
H1((0, T ), V ∗ν ) ∩ L2((0, T );Vν), 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, the control-to-state maps which as-
sign to an admissible control u ∈ Uad the unique solutions yQ and yΣν , 1 ≤ ν ≤
2, of the state equations (4.3.9a), (4.3.9b) and (4.3.10a), (4.3.10b). Replacing
y = (yQ, yΣ1 , yΣ2 ) in (4.3.12a) with (S(u), S1(u), S2(u)), the reduced formulation
of (4.3.12a), (4.3.12b) is given by:
inf
u∈Uad
Jred(u) :=
1
2
T∫
0
∫
Ω
|∇S(u)− d|2dSdt, (4.3.13a)
such that the triple (S(u), S1(u), S2(u))
satisfies (4.3.9a), (4.3.9b) and (4.3.10a), (4.3.10b). (4.3.13b)
Let (un)n∈N, un ∈ Uad, n ∈ N, be a minimizing sequence. Due to the facts that
(un)n∈N is bounded and Uad ⊂ RM is closed, there exist a subsequence N′ ⊂ N
and u∗ ∈ Uad such that un → u∗(N′ 3 n → ∞). From the continuity of the
control-to-state maps we deduce
S(un)→ S(u∗), Sν(un)→ Sν(u∗) (N′ 3 n→∞).
Moreover, (S(u∗), S1(u∗), S2(u∗)) satisfies (4.3.9a), (4.3.9b) and (4.3.10a), (4.3.10b).
Taking additionally the continuity of g into account, we find
Jred(un)→ Jred(u∗) (N′ 3 n→∞),
which allows to conclude.
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4.4. Necessary optimality conditions
The first order necessary optimality conditions can be stated in terms of (y, u),
y = (yQ, yΣ1 , yΣ2 ), and an adjoint state p ∈ W0(0, T ) that is the solution of a final
time problem on Q with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Theorem 4.4.1. If (y, u) ∈ W (0, T ) × Uad is the optimal solution of (4.3.12a),
(4.3.12b), there exists pQ ∈W0(0, T ) such that there holds:
(i) pQ is the weak solution of the parabolic final time problem
−∂pQ
∂t
−A∗pQ = −∇ · (∇yQ − d) in Q, (4.4.1a)
pQ = 0 on Σ, (4.4.1b)
pQ(·, T ) = 0 in Ω. (4.4.1c)
(ii) The variational inequality T∫
0
(
γΓ4
(
ηΓ4 ·RΓ4 (pQ)
))
dt− g∗u(u)pQ(0)
 · (v − u) ≥ 0, v ∈ Uad (4.4.2)
is satisfied, where RΣ4 (p) is given by
RΓ4 (pQ) =
(
R(1)
Γ4
(pQ), R
(2)
Γ4
(pQ)
)T
, (4.4.3)
R(k)
Γ4
(pQ) := Sk
(
1
2
2∑
`=1
ξk`S`
∂pQ
∂S`
− rpQ
)
, 1 ≤ k ≤ 2,
and g∗u(u) ∈ L(L2(Ω),RM ) stands for the adjoint of the Fre´chet derivative of g at
u ∈ Uad.
Proof. We introduce multipliers
p =
(
pQ,
(
pΣν
)2
ν=1
)
,
q =
((
qΣν
)4
ν=1
,
(
qKmax,ν
)2
ν=1
,
(
qKmin,ν
)2
ν=1
, q0,Ω ,
(
q0,0,Γν
)2
ν=1
)
,
such that
pQ ∈W0(0, T ), pΣν ∈Wν,0(0, T ), 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2
qΣν ∈ L2
(
(0, T ), H−1/2ω (Γν)
)
, 1 ≤ ν ≤ 4, qKmax,ν , qKmin,ν ∈ R, 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2,
q0,Ω ∈ L2(Ω), q0,0,Γν ∈ L2(Γν), 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2.
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We consider the Lagrangian
L(y, u, p, q) :=
J(yQ, u) +
T∫
0
〈∂yQ
∂t
−A(t)yQ, pQ〉dt+
2∑
ν=1
T∫
0
〈∂yΣν
∂t
−Aν(t)yΣν , pΣν 〉dt
+
4∑
ν=1
T∫
0
〈qΣν , yΣν − γΣν (yQ)〉dt
+
2∑
ν=1
T∫
0
(
qKmax,ν
(
uM − γKmax,ν (yΣν )
)− qKmin,ν (yΣν ))
+
(
yQ(0)− g(u), q0,Ω
)
L2(Ω)
+
2∑
ν=1
(
yΣν (0)− g(u), q0,0,Γν
)
L2(Γν)
,
where γΣν (yQ), 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, is the trace of yQ on Σν and
γK,ν (yΣν ) = yΣν (K, ·), K ∈ {Kmin,Kmax} , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2.
Denoting by A∗ν(t) the adjoint of Aν(t), 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, and introducing
RK(pΣν ) :=
1
2
σ2νS
2
K
∂pΣν
∂Sν
(K)− rSKpΣν (K), 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, K ∈ {Kmin,Kmax} ,
integration by parts yields in time and an application of Green’s formula results in
L(y, u, p, q) := (4.4.4)
J(yQ, u) +
T∫
0
〈−∂pQ
∂t
−A∗(t)pQ, yQ〉dt+
2∑
ν=1
T∫
0
〈∂yΣν
∂t
−Aν(t)yΣν , pΣν 〉dt
+
4∑
ν=1
T∫
0
(〈γΣν (ηΣν ·RΣν (pQ))− qΣν , γΣν (yQ)〉+ 〈qΣν , yΣν 〉) dt
+
2∑
ν=1
T∫
0
((
RKmax(pΣν )− qKmax,ν
)
γKmax,ν (yΣν ) + qKmax,νuM
)
dt
−
2∑
ν=1
T∫
0
((
RKmin(pΣν )− qKmin,ν
)
γKmin,ν (yΣν )
)
dt
+
(
yQ(0), q0,Ω − pQ(0)
)
L2(Ω)
− (g(u), q0,Ω)L2(Ω) + (yQ(T ), pQ(T ))L2(Ω)
+
2∑
ν=1
((
yΣν , q0,Γν − pΣν (0)
)
L2(Γν
− (g(u), q0,Γν )L2(Γν + (yΣν , pΣν (T ))L2(Γν) .
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Here, RΣν (pQ), 1 ≤ ν ≤ 3, is defined as in (4.4.3) with Σ4 replaced by Σν , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 3.
In view of Jy(yQ, u) = −∇ · (∇yQ − d), the optimality conditions
Ly(y, u, p, q) = 0 and Lq(y, u, p, q) = 0
reveals that
qΣν = γΣν (nΣν ·RΣν (pQ)), 1 ≤ ν ≤ 4, (4.4.5a)
qKmin,ν = RKmin(pΣν ), qKmax,ν = RKmax(pΣν ), 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, (4.4.5b)
q0,Ω = γ0,Ω(pQ), q0,Γν = pΣν (0), 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, (4.4.5c)
and
γΣν (yQ) = yΣν , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 4, (4.4.6a)
γKmin,ν (yΣν ) = 0, γKmax,ν (yΣν ) = uM , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, (4.4.6b)
yQ(·, 0) = g(u), yΣν (·, 0) = g(u)|Σν , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2. (4.4.6c)
Further, pΣν , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, is the weak solution of
−∂pΣν
∂t
−A∗ν(t)pΣν = nΣν ·RΣν (pQ) in Σν ,
RK(pΣν ) = 0, K ∈ {Kmin,Kmax},
pΣν (·, T ) = 0.
Since nΣν ·RΣν (pQ) = 0, 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, it follows that pΣν = 0 and hence pΣν = γΣν (pQ),
1 ≤ ν ≤ 2.
Taking (4.4.5a)-(4.4.5c) and (4.4.6a)-(4.4.6c) into account, the optimality condition
Lp(y, u, p, q) = 0
shows that yQ and yΣν , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, are the weak solutions of (4.3.5a)-(4.3.5c) and
(4.3.6a)-(4.3.6c). Finally, observing (4.2.7) and yΣ4 = uM as well as the regularity
results of Theorem 4.3.1, the optimality condition
(Lu(y, u, p, q)) · (v − u) ≥ 0 , v ∈ Uad,
gives rise to (4.4.2).
4.5. Semi-discretization of the optimal control problem
The parabolic problems (4.3.9a), (4.3.9b) and (4.3.10a), (4.3.10b) will be discretized
in space by conforming P1 finite elements. To this end, we consider a shape-regular
simplicial triangulation Th(Ω) of Ω which aligns with Γj , 1 ≤ j ≤ 4, so that this
triangulation generates triangulations Th(Γj) of Γj , 1 ≤ j ≤ 4, as well. We refer
to Nh(D) and Eh(D), D ⊆ Ω, as the sets of vertices in D ⊆ Ω. We denote by hT
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and |T | the diameter and area of an element T ∈ T (m)h (Ω). For D ⊂ Ω, we refer to
Pk(D), k ∈ N0, as the linear spaces of polynomials of degree ≤ k on D.
We define Vh as the finite element space of continuous P1 finite elements associated
with the triangulation Th(Ω), i.e.,
Vh := {vh ∈ C(Ω¯) | vh|K ∈ P1(K), K ∈ Th(Ω)}, (4.5.1)
and we set Vh,0 := Vh ∩ C0(Ω¯). Likewise, we define Vh,ν , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, as the finite
element spaces of continuous P1 finite elements associated with the triangulations
Th(Γν) attaining the values 0 at Sν = Kmin and uM at Sν = Kmax, i.e.,
Vh,ν := {vh ∈ C(Γ¯ν) | vh|K ∈ P1(K), K ∈ Th(Γν) ,
vh(Kmin) = 0 , vh(Kmax) = uM},
(4.5.2)
and we define Vh,ν,0 in the same way, but replacing uM with 0.
The semi-discrete approximation of (4.3.9a), (4.3.9b) amounts to the computation
of yh,Q ∈ C1([0, T ], Vh) with yh,Q(·, t)|Γν = yh,Γν (·, t), 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, and yh,Q(·, t)|Γ3 =
0, yh,Q(·, t)|Γ4 = uM , such that
(
dyh,Q
dt
, vh)L2(Ω) + a(t; yh,Q, vh) = 0, vh ∈ Vh,0, (4.5.3a)
(yh,Q(·, 0), vh)L2(Ω) = (g(u), vh)L2(Ω), vh ∈ Vh. (4.5.3b)
On the other hand, for the semi-discrete approximation of (4.3.10a), (4.3.10b) we
have to compute y
h,Γν
∈ C1([0, T ], Vh,ν), 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, such that
(
dy
h,Γν
dt
, vh)L2(Γν) + aν(t; yh,Γν , vh) = 0, vh ∈ Vh,ν,0, (4.5.4a)
(y
h,Γν
(·, 0), vh)L2(Γν) = (g(u), vh)L2(Γν) vh ∈ Vh,ν . (4.5.4b)
The semi-discrete optimal control problems reads: Find (yh, u), where
yh = (yh,Q, yh,Γ1 , yh,Γ2 ) such that
inf
yh,u
Jh(yh, u) :=
1
2
T∫
0
∑
K∈Th(Ω)
‖∇yh,Q(·, t)− d‖2L2(K) dt, (4.5.5a)
subject to (4.5.4a), (4.5.4b), (4.5.3a), (4.5.3b) and (4.2.8). (4.5.5b)
The semi-discrete problem (4.5.5a), (4.5.5b) will be written in a more compact
form as a control constrained optimal control problem for an initial-value problem
associated with a system of first order linear ordinary differential equations. To
this end, we set
NΩ := card(Nh(Ω)), NΓν := card(Nh(Γν)), 1 ≤ ν ≤ 4, N := NΩ +NΓ1 +NΓ2 ,
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and denote by ϕ
(i)
h,Ω, 1 ≤ i ≤ NΩ, ϕ(i)h,Γν , 1 ≤ i ≤ NΓν , the nodal basis functions
associated with the nodal points in Nh(Ω) and Nh(Γν), ν ∈ {1, 2, 4}. We introduce
M =
 MΩ MΩΓ1 MΩΓ20 MΓ1 0
0 0 MΓ2
 , A(t) =
 AΩ(t) AΩΓ1(t) AΩΓ2(t)0 AΓ1(t) 0
0 0 AΓ2(t)
 ,
t ∈ (0, T ],
as the block mass matrix M ∈ RN×N and the block stiffness matrix A ∈ RN×N .
Here, MΩ ∈ RNΩ×NΩ , MΩΓν ∈ RNΩ×NΓν and MΓν ∈ RNΓν×NΓν stand for the
matrices
(MΩ)ij : = (ϕ
(j)
h,Ω, ϕ
(i)
h,Ω)L2(Ω) , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ NΩ,
(MΩΓν )ij : = (ϕ
(j)
h,Γν
, ϕ
(i)
h,Ω)L2(Ω) , 1 ≤ i ≤ NΩ , 1 ≤ j ≤ NΓν , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2,
(MΓν )ij : = (ϕ
(j)
h,Γν
, ϕ(i)
h,Γν
)L2(Γν) , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ NΓν , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2,
whereas the matrices AΩ(t) ∈ RNΩ×NΩ , AΩΓν (t) ∈ RNΩ×NΓν , AΓν (t) ∈ RNΓν×NΓν
are given by
(AΩ(t))ij : = a(t;ϕ
(j)
h,Ω, ϕ
(i)
h,Ω) , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ NΩ,
(AΩΓν (t))ij : = a(t;ϕ
(j)
h,Γν
, ϕ
(i)
h,Ω) , 1 ≤ i ≤ NΩ , 1 ≤ j ≤ NΓν , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2,
(AΓν (t))ij : = a(t;ϕ
(j)
h,Γν
, ϕ(i)
h,Γν
) , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ NΓν , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2.
We further introduce the input matrices
B(t) = (0 BM (t)) , BM (t) = (BM,Ω(t), BM,Γ1(t), BM,Γ2(t))
T , t ∈ (0, T ].
Here, 0 ∈ RN×(M−1) and BM,Ω(t) ∈ RNQ×1 and BM,Γν (t) ∈ RNΓν×1 are defined by
(BM,Ω(t))i : = −
N
Γ4∑
j=1
a(t;ϕ(j)
h,Γ4
, ϕ
(i)
h,Ω) , 1 ≤ i ≤ NΩ
(BM,Γν (t))i : = −a(t;ϕ
N
(ν)
Γ4
h,Γ4
, ϕ(i)
h,Γν
) , 1 ≤ i ≤ NΓν , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2
whereN
(ν)
Γ4
:= (2−ν)+(ν−1)NΓ4 , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2. LetG ∈ RN×M , G = (GΩ, GΓ1 , GΓ2 )T ,
GΩ ∈ RNΩ×M and GΓν ∈ RNΓν×M be defined by
(GΩ)ij : =
∫
Ωj
g
(j)
2 (S)ϕ
(i)
h,Ω(S)dS +
∫
Ωj+1
g
(j+1)
1 (S)ϕ
(i)
h,Ω(S)dS,
(GΓν )ij : =
Kj∫
Kj−1
g
(j)
2 (Sν)ϕ
(i)
h,Γν
(Sν)dSν +
Kj+1∫
Kj
g
(j+1)
1 (Sν)ϕ
(i)
h,Γν
(Sν)dSν , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2
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and let CΩ ∈ RNΩ×NΩ and D(k)Ω ∈ RNΩ×NΩ be defined by
(CΩ)ij : =
∑
T∈Th(Ω)
∫
T
∇ϕ(j)h,Ω · ∇ϕ(i)h,ΩdS , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ NΩ,
(D
(k)
Ω )ij : =
∑
T∈Th(Ω)
∫
T
∂ϕ
(j)
h,Ω
∂Sk
ϕ
(i)
h,ΩdS , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ NΩ , 1 ≤ k ≤ 2.
The semi-discrete optimal control problem reads as follows: Find y ∈ C1([0, T ],RN ),
y = (yQ, yΣ1 , yΣ2 ), u ∈ Uad, such that
inf
y,u
J(y, u) :=
1
2
T∫
0
(
yTQCΩyQ − 2
2∑
k=1
dTkD
(k)
Ω yQ +
2∑
k=1
dTkMΩdk
)
dt, (4.5.6a)
subject to
M
dy
dt
+A(t)y = Bu , t ∈ [0, T ], (4.5.6b)
My(0) = Gu. (4.5.6c)
Theorem 4.5.1. The semi-discrete optimization problem (4.5.6a), (4.5.6b) admits
a unique solution. If y ∈ C1([0, T ],RN ), u ∈ Uad is the optimal solution, there
exists pQ ∈ C1([0, T ],RNΩ) such that
MTΩ
dpQ
dt
−AΩ(t)T pQ = −CΩyQ +
2∑
k=1
(D
(k)
Ω )
Tdk , t ∈ [0, T ], (4.5.7a)
MTΩ pQ(T ) = 0, (4.5.7b)
holds true and the variational inequality
(
−GTΩpQ(0)−
T∫
0
BΩ(t)
T pQ dt
)
· (v − u) ≥ 0, v ∈ Uad, (4.5.7c)
is satisfied, where BΩ(t) = (0BM,Ω(t)), 0 ∈ R(M−1)×NΩ.
Proof. We introduce multipliers
pQ ∈ C1([0, T ],RNΩ), pΣν ∈ C1([0, T ],RNΓν ), 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, q0 ∈ RN ,
and consider the Lagrangian
L(y, u, p, q0) := J(y, u) +
T∫
0
p · (M dy
dt
+Ay −Bu) dt+ q0 · (My(0)−Gu).
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Integration by parts reveals
L(y, u, p, q0) = J(y, u) +
T∫
0
y · (−MT dp
dt
+AT p) dt+−
T∫
0
p ·Bu dt
+ y(T ) ·MT p(T )− y(0) ·MT p(0) + y(0) ·MT q0 − q0 ·Gu.
The optimality condition Ly(y, u, p, q0) = 0 gives q0 = pQ(0) and shows that pQ
satisfies (4.5.7a), (4.5.7b). Moreover, the optimality condition Lq0(y, u, p, q0) = 0
yields My(0) = Gu and together with Lp(y, u, p, q0) = 0 implies that y satisfies
(4.5.6b)-(4.5.6c). Finally, (Lu(y, u, p, q0)) · (v − u) ≥ 0, v ∈ Uad results in (4.5.7c).
4.6. Fully discrete optimal control problem
For the discretization in time of the semi-discrete optimal control problem (4.5.6a)-
(4.5.6c) we consider a partition
0 =: t0 < t1 < · · · < tR := T, R ∈ N,
of the time interval [0, T ] with step lengths τr := tr − tr−1, 1 ≤ r ≤ R. We ap-
proximate the ODE (4.5.6b) by the backward Euler scheme, split the integral in the
objective functional (4.5.6a) into the sum over the subintervals (tr−1, tr) and use the
quadrature formula
∫ tr
tr−1 vdt ≈ τrv(tr). Denoting by yr = (yrQ, yrΣ1 , yrΣ2)T approx-
imations of y = (yQ, yΣ1 , yΣ2 )
T at tr, 0 ≤ r ≤ R, and setting y := (y0, · · · , yR)T ,
yQ := (y
0
Q, · · · , yRQ)T , yΣν := (y0Σν , · · · , yRΣν )T , 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2, the fully discrete optimal
control problem reads: Find (y, u) ∈ R(R+1)N × Uad such that
inf
y,u
J(y, u) :=
1
2
R∑
r=1
τr
(
(yrQ)
TCΩy
r
Q − 2
2∑
k=1
dTkD
(k)
Ω y
r
Q +
2∑
k=1
dTkMΩdk
)
, (4.6.1a)
subject to
Myr + τrA(tr)y
r = τrBu+My
r−1, 1 ≤ r ≤ R, (4.6.1b)
My0 = Gu. (4.6.1c)
Theorem 4.6.1. The fully discrete optimization problem (4.6.1a)-(4.6.1c) admits
a unique solution. If y ∈ R(R+1)N , u ∈ Uad is the optimal solution, there exists
pQ = (p
0
Q, · · · , pRQ)T ∈ R(R+1)NΩ such that
MΩp
r−1
Q + τrAΩ(tr−1)
T pr−1Q = MΩp
r
Q + τr(CΩy
r
Q +
2∑
k=1
(D
(k)
Ω )
Tdk), (4.6.2a)
MΩp
R
Q = 0, (4.6.2b)
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and (
−GTΩp0Q −
R−1∑
r=0
τr+1BΩ(tr)
T prQ
)
· (v − u) ≥ 0 , v ∈ Uad. (4.6.2c)
Proof. The proof is the discrete analogue of Theorem 4.5.1.
4.7. The algorithmic approach
We denote by S : Uad → R(R+1)N the control-to-state map which assigns to an
admissible control u ∈ Uad the solution y ∈ R(R+1)N of the discrete state equation
(4.6.1a), (4.6.1b). Then, the so-called control-reduced form of the fully discrete
optimal control problem (4.6.1a)-(4.6.1c) reads
inf
u∈Uad
Jred(u), Jred(u) := J(S(u), u). (4.7.1)
It follows from Theorem 4.6.1 that the gradient of the control-reduced objective
functional is given by
∇Jred(u) = −GTΩp0Q −
R−1∑
r=0
τr+1BΩ(tr)
T pr. (4.7.2)
Denoting by PUad : RM → Uad the pointwise projection onto the admissible control
set Uad, i.e.,
PUad(w) =

ui,min if wi ≤ ui,min
wi if ui,min ≤ wi ≤ ui,max
ui,max if wi ≥ ui,max
, 1 ≤ i ≤M, (4.7.3)
and given an initial control u(0) ∈ Uad, we solve (4.6.1a)-(4.6.1c) by the projected
BFGS method with Armijo line search (cf., e.g., [Kel99, NW99])
u(`+1) = PUad
(
u(`) − α` d`
)
, ` ≥ 0. (4.7.4)
The search direction d` is defined as
d` = −H−1` ∇Jred(u(`)), ` ≥ 0
where the approximate Hessian H` has been updated by the BFGS method:
H` = H`−1 +
z`z
T
`
zT` s`
− (H`−1s`)(H`−1s`)
T
sT` H`−1s`
, ` > 0
z` = ∇Jred(u(`))−∇Jred(u(`−1)), ` > 0
s` = u
(`) − u(`−1), ` > 0
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and H0 = I. The step length α` is determined by Armijo line search. It is chosen
such that it satisfies the Armijo rule
Jred
(
PUad
(
u(`) − α` d`
)) ≤ Jred(u(`)) + c1α`dTk∇Jred(u(`)) (4.7.5)
where 0 < c1  1. This leads to the following algorithm:
Algorithm 3 Projected BFGS Method with Armijo Line Search
Input: TOL such that TOL > 0;
u(0) ∈ RM such that u(0) ∈ Uad
1: set ` := 0
2: repeat
3: compute y(`+1) = S(u(`)) ∈ R(R+1)N and p(`+1)Q ∈ R(R+1)NΩ as the solutions
of (4.6.1b), (4.6.1c) and (4.6.2a), (4.6.2b) . with u in (4.6.1c) replaced
with u(`)
4: update the control by computing u(`+1) according to (4.7.4) with step length
α` chosen by means of (4.7.5)
5: set ` = `+ 1
6: until ‖∇Jred(u(`−1))‖ < TOL
Output: (y(`), u(`), p(`))
4.8. Numerical results
We provide documentation of computational results for the optimal control of Eu-
ropean double barrier basket call options based on the numerical solution of the
optimal control problem as outlined in section 4.5 and section 4.6. We have con-
sidered the case of M = 5 controls, i.e., u = (u1, · · · , u5)T and various values
of d = (d1, d2)
T in the tracking-type objective functional of the optimal control
problem. In the first example, we have used constant volatilities σ1, σ2 and in-
terest rate r, whereas example 2 deals with the case of variable data. Finally, in
order to illustrate the benefits of the optimal control approach, example 3 deals
with a non-optimized European double barrier basket call option featuring a single
cash-settlement at the upper barrier.
Example 1. In our first example we have chosen d = (0.2, 0.2)T in the objective
functional. The complete data are given in Table 4.8.1 below.
For discretization in space, we have chosen a simplicial triangulation of Ω with
h = 5.0 for both the state and the adjoint state and for discretization in time we have
used a uniform time step of ∆t = 0.01. The projected BFGS method with Armijo
line search has been initialized with the initial control u0 = (26, 18, 5, 8, 10)
T and
has been stopped when the norm of the gradient of the objective function became
smaller than TOL := 1.0E − 06. The iteration terminated after 30 iterations with
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Parameter Notation Value
d Desired Delta (0.2, 0.2)T
M Number of controls 5
Kmin Lower Barrier 50
Kmax Upper Barrier 150
K Strike 100
T Maturity 1
r Interest Rate 0.05
σ1 Volatility of asset 1 0.35
σ2 Volatility of asset 2 0.20
ρ Correlation between the assets -0.5
ui,min Lower bound on the controls 0.0
ui,max Upper bound on the controls 50.0
Table 4.8.1.: Example 1: Data of the optimal control problem
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Figure 4.8.1.: Example 1: The option price, i.e. y(·, t), at maturity t = 0 (left) and
at time to maturity t = 0.5 (right) for u = u∗.
the optimal control u∗ = (4.59, 5.71, 8.00, 10.03, 12.39)T . The corresponding state
y∗ is plotted for two different time instances in Figure 4.8.1.
The convergence history of the projected BFGS algorithm with Armijo line search
is plotted in Figure 4.8.2. Here, ` stands for the iteration number, Jred(u
(`)) is
the corresponding value of the objective functional, and ‖∇Jred(u(`))‖ refers to the
norm of the gradient.
Example 2. The second example deals with the case of space-varying volatilities
σ1, σ2, and time-varying interest rate r. The complete data are given in table 4.8.2
below.
We have used the same discretizations as in the first example. The initial control has
been u0 = (50, 0, 50, 0, 50)
T . As tolerance for the termination criterion we have used
TOL = 10−6. The computed optimal control is u∗ = (17.50, 18.98, 25.07, 29.40, 35.77)T .
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(a) Jred(u
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Figure 4.8.2.: Example 1: Convergence history: ` the number of projected BFGS
iteration.
The corresponding state at maturity and at time to maturity t = 0.5 is plotted in
Figure 4.8.3.
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Figure 4.8.3.: Example 2: The option price, i.e. y(·, t), at maturity t = 0 (left) and
at time to maturity t = 0.5 (right) for u = u∗.
In Figure 4.8.4 the convergence history of the projected BFGS algorithm with
Armijo line search is plotted. The value of the objective functional at optimality is
significantly higher than in the first example due to the higher values of d1 and d2.
On the other hand, the projected BFGS method with Armijo line search performed
similarly. Indeed, the termination criterion was reached after 46 iterations.
Example 3. In order to illustrate the benefits of optimized versus non-optimized
European double barrier basket call options, we present the numerical results for a
non-optimized call option with a single cash settlement of 10 at the upper barrier,
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Parameter Notation Value
d Desired Delta (0.5, 0.5)T
M Number of controls 5
Kmin Lower Barrier 50
Kmax Upper Barrier 150
K Strike 100
T Maturity 1
r(t) Interest Rate 0.02 · t+ 0.08 · (1− t)
σ1(S, t) Volatility of asset 1 0.75 · (1− (S1 + S2
−100)/50)2
σ2(S, t) Volatility of asset 2 0.75/2 · (1− (S1 + S2
−100)/50)2
ρ Correlation -0.5
between assets
ui,min Lower bound on the 0.0
controls
ui,max Upper bound on the 50.0
controls
Table 4.8.2.: Example 2: Data of the optimal control problem
but otherwise the same data as in the previous example.
In case the option is still in the money at maturity, its price corresponds to that of a
plain vanilla European call option, as can be seen in Figure 4.8.5 (left). Otherwise,
there are significant differences as displayed in Figure 4.8.5 (right). In fact, in
comparison with European double barrier basket call options featuring optimized
cash settlements and aiming at a constant delta, the delta is varying considerably
and can even take negative values.
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(a) Jred(u
(`))
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ℓ
Figure 4.8.4.: Example 2: Convergence history: ` the number of the projected
BFGS iteration.
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Figure 4.8.5.: Example 3: Option price at maturity (left) and time to maturity
t = 0.5 (right).
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Concluding remarks
The dissertation has contributed numerical methods for optimization in finance.
• We have proposed a Monte Carlo method. The method allows to approx-
imate hedging strategies which are optimal in the framework of local risk
minimization in discrete time.
• We have proposed an optimal control approach for the optimization of Euro-
pean double barrier options on a basket of two assets. The approach allows
to control the payoff and the rebate at the upper barrier such that the delta
of the option is as close as possible to a predefined constant.
Optimal dynamic hedging
Chapters 1-3 have been on optimal dynamic hedging with focus on the hedged
Monte Carlo method. Chapter 1 has been of theoretical nature. Chapters 2 and 3
have been on the application of the hedged Monte Carlo method.
In chapter 1 the hedge problem has been formulated in the framework of local
risk minimization. The setting has been fairly general: N hedging instruments,
minimal requirements on the stochastic process X which models the price of the
hedging instrument and minimal requirements on the random variable H which
models the hedging objective. The hedged Monte Carlo method has been described
subsequently without further restrictions.
The formulation of the problem could be generalized further: one may allow pay-
ment streams for instance. In this case H is replaced by a stochastic process
(Hk)
K
k=0. This has been done recently by Schweizer [Sch08] for local risk minimiza-
tion in continuous time. When it is done for local risk minimization in discrete time
one may address the discretization of the problem/the generalization of the hedged
Monte Carlo method. The paper of Coleman et al. [CLL07] may contain useful
information. They studied the discrete hedging of American-type options using
local risk minimization. The work, however, is limited to the case where there is
only one hedging instrument and where this is the underlying asset of the hedging
objective. Furthermore they considered a binomial tree model.
The risk process R = (Rk)
K
k=0 has been defined as the expected quadratic cost in-
crements (quadratic local risk minimization). Other definitions are possible. In
[CLL07] for instance quadratic local risk minimization is compared with (con-
strained) piecewise linear local risk minimization. In [PB03] the risk process is
a function of the cost increment.
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Chapters 2 and 3 have been devoted to practical aspects of the hedged Monte
Carlo method/algorithm. The problem formulation requires the specification of two
processes: the process F = (Fk)
K
k=0 which generates the filtration and the process
X = (Xk)
K
k=0 which models the price of the hedging instruments. The processes
may coincide but they do not in general, cf. chapter 2 and 3. As a practical matter
one should choose the processes such that one is capable to simulate, i.e. to compute,
many realizations, I, of the processes in little time.
In a subsequent step various parameters have to be chosen for the discretization of
the problem. The determination of an appropriate basis is most involved since one
has to fix the basis size and the type of the basis functions. In general, increasing
the basis size does not improve the approximation quality. Once the basis has been
chosen, setting I is easy. In general, it is subject to the required precision and the
available computing time.
B-splines of order 3 respectively of order (3, 2) turned out to be a good choice. We
believe that this does not only hold true for the specific problems investigated.
The discretization problem of choosing the basis appropriately can be viewed from
the point of least squares regression. The task is to regress certain curves/surfaces.
The more complicated the shape of the curves/surfaces the more delicate it is
to choose the basis functions. This can be seen particularly well in figure 2.3.1.
Basically, there are two approaches to choose a basis: either one looks for a very
flexible basis or one looks for a very problem-adapted basis. We have made the
decision for the first approach. B-splines are not all adapted to the hedging problem.
Hence, they are supposed to be robust with respect to model parameters variations.
A drawback is that the B-spline bases are relatively large. This is particular true
if the basis functions are functions of more than two variables.
We tried to choose a basis adapted to the problem as well. Doing this by hand has
not led to success. A strategy/method to accomplish this task would be required.
From an economic point of view and what concerns the risk sources, local risk min-
imization has a more global character compared to Black-Scholes greek hedging.
We observed this in chapter 3. With the strategy obtained by the hedged Monte
Carlo algorithm both price and volatility risk are hedged in part. To which extend
this happened is not known but it is optimal in the sense of the local risk minimiza-
tion. In the case of Black-Scholes greek hedging, each hedging instrument is used
in general to hedge a specific greek. If there are two hedging instruments, this can
be for instance delta and gamma or delta and vega.
For our second model problem, chapter 3, we have observed that the efficiency of
the hedged Monte Carlo method depends on the number of hedging instruments
or more precisely on the residual risk. The less risk the less variance. This led to
speed up of factor 7 in the double hedged case.
The hedging objective has been a vanilla put option in chapter 2 and 3. The frame-
work, however, is general enough that one could have other hedging objectives as
long as they have European exercise style, e.g. Asian options, lookback options,
basket options etc. If the exercise style is not European, e.g. American, Bermu-
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dan, Canary, etc., the framework and the hedged Monte Carlo method have to be
generalized. Practical guidance may provide the paper of Potters, Bouchaud and
Sestovic [PBS01]. They provided numerical results on the valuation of American
options.
For further variance reduction one may incorporate the method of antithetic variates
or possibly other variance reduction techniques, see [BBG97, Gla03].
As a final remark, one can use historical data instead of generating realizations
of the processes which model the price of the hedging instruments. We refer to
[PBS01] for some numerical results in the pricing context.
Optimal control of European double barrier basket options
Chapter 4 has been about optimal control of European double barrier basket op-
tions.
The problem has been formulated in an appropriate function space setting based
on the weak formulation of the Black-Scholes equation. The discretization in the
spatial domain by conforming P1 finite elements led to a semi-discrete formulation
of the optimal control problem. Its fully discrete form has been obtained after
discretization of the temporal domain by the implicit Euler scheme. We showed
for each of the three formulations that the optimal control problem has an unique
solution and that there exists an adjoint state which satisfies an associated adjoint
problem and an associated variational inequality. We proposed an algorithmic
approach to the solution of the fully discrete optimal control problem based on
the projected BFGS method with Armijo line search. Numerical results have been
provided for constant and non-constant parameters (the interest rate respectively
the volatilities of the underlying assets) demonstrating the successful application of
the algorithmic approach and the benefit of optimized double barrier basket options
with respect to non-optimized double barrier basket options.
The solution of the fully discrete optimal control problem is computationally chal-
lenging if the coefficients are time dependent or if the discretization parameters
(the spatial and the temporal mesh size) are chosen small. In the last case, large-
scale systems of differential resp. difference equations have to be solved. In order to
reduce the computing time one may consider parallelism or model order reduction.
Parallel computing is based on task decomposition. This can be achieved for
instance by decomposing the spatial (see e.g. [TW04, QV99]) and/or temporal
domain. For parallelism across the time one may use the parareal algorithm
[LMT01, MT02].
Model reduction seeks to replace an original complex model by a simpler one. The
complex model can be a large-scale system of equations and the problem is then
to set up a system of smaller scale which has approximately the same response
characteristics [Ant05]. Two model reduction techniques which may be employed
in the context of optimal control of double barrier options are proper orthogonal
decomposition and balanced truncation.
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Balanced truncation preserves asymptotic stability and there are error bounds on
the discrepancy between the outputs of the full and the reduced order system. The
applicability, however, is limited to time invariant systems. This means that the
coefficients (the interest rate and the volatilities) have to be constant with respect
to time. We refer to [AHHS10] for the application of balanced truncation in the
context of optimal control and to [HRA11] for the application of balanced truncation
to systems with inhomogeneous initial condition.
For proper orthogonal decomposition stability and error bounds have not been
proven yet. In contrast to balanced truncation, time invariance of the system is not
required [Vol]. In the financial context proper orthogonal decomposition has been
used for instance by Sachs and Schu [SS08].
Another approach to reduce the computational load could be using the reduced
basis method, see e.g. Maday et al. [MPT02] or for an application in the financial
context see [Pir09, CLP10].
The final remark concerns the optimization of other types of options. Despite this
may involve a series of modifications, the basic optimal control approach will hold.
We considered a basket of two assets for computational and notational convenience.
If the basket consists of three assets, one has to solve the Black-Scholes equations
on three-, two- and one-dimensional domains.
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A. Optimal dynamic hedging
A.1. Basis functions
A.1.1. Laguerre polynomials
Laguerre polynomials can be defined by repeated differentiation.
Definition A.1.1. The k-th Laguerre polynomial Lk : R+ → R, k ∈ N0, is defined
by
Lk(x) :=
ex
k!
dk
dxk
(
xke−x
)
x > 0. (A.1.1)
The following theorem is useful for implementation.
Proposition A.1.2. For x ∈ R+ there holds
L0(x) = 1,
L1(x) = 1− x,
Lk+1(x) =
2k + 1− x
k + 1
Lk(x)− k
k + 1
Lk−1(x), k > 0.
A proof of the proposition can be found in [AS64].
Proposition A.1.3. Laguerre polynomials are orthogonal with respect to
< f, g >w:=
∞∫
0
f(x)g(x)e−xdx, f, g : R+ → R
i.e.
< Li, Lj >w=
{
1 if i = j
0 if i 6= j i, j ∈ N0.
We refer to [AS64] for a proof of the proposition.
Definition A.1.4. The k-th weighted Laguerre polynomial Lwk : R+ → R, k ∈ N0,
is defined by
Lwk (x) := e
−x/2 · Lk(x) x > 0.
Lemma A.1.5. The weighted Laguerre polynomials are orthogonal with respect to
< f, g >:=
∞∫
0
f(x)g(x)dx, f, g : R+ → R.
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Figure A.1.1.: Plot of Lwk for k = 0, . . . , 5
Figure A.1.1 shows a plot of the first six weighted Laguerre polynomials.
Definition A.1.6. The k-th Laguerre polynomial Lk1,k2 : R2+ → R, k ∈ N0, is
defined by
Lk1,k2(x1, x2) := Lk1(x1)Lk2(x2) x1, x2 > 0
and the k-th weighted Laguerre polynomial Lwk1,k2 : R
2
+ → R, k ∈ N0, is defined by
Lwk1,k2(x1, x2) := e
−(x1+x2)/2 · Lk1,k2(x1, x2) x1, x2 > 0.
A.1.2. Basis splines
Let a, b ∈ R with a < b and n ∈ N, n > 1.
Definition A.1.7. A partition of [a, b] is a set λ = {λi}n+1i=0 with λi ∈ R, λi < λi+1,
λ0 = a and λn+1 = b.
Let λ be a partition of [a, b] and k ∈ N0.
Definition A.1.8. i. A function f ∈ Ck−2[a, b] is called spline of order k if f is a
polynomial of order k on [λi, λi+1], i = 0, . . . , n.
ii. The space of all splines of order k is denoted by Sk,λ.
Proposition A.1.9. The dimension of Sk,λ is n+ k.
The proposition is proven in [DH08].
Basis splines or short B-splines form a special set of splines. This set constitutes a
basis of Sk,λ. They are of numerical interest since they have minimal support and
can be evaluated in a stable way.
Definition A.1.10. Let d = n+ k, k < d. Let τi, i = 1, . . . , d+ k, be such that
τi = a for i = 1, . . . , k, (A.1.2a)
τi = λi−k for i = k + 1, . . . , d, (A.1.2b)
τi = b for i = d+ 1, . . . , d+ k. (A.1.2c)
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Let
Ni,1(x) :=
{
1, x ∈ [τi, τi+1]
0, x ∈ [a, b] \ [τi, τi+1]
(A.1.3)
for i = 1, . . . , d+ k − 1 and let
Ni,j(x) :=
x− τi
τi+j−1 − τiNi,j−1(x) +
τi+j − x
τi+j − τi+1Ni+1,j−1(x). (A.1.4)
for j = 2, . . . , k, i = 1, . . . , d + k − j. Then, Ni,k, 1 ≤ i ≤ d, is called the i-th
B-spline of order k.
Proposition A.1.11.
Sk,λ = span{N1,k, . . . , Nd,k}.
We refer for a proof of the proposition to [DH08].
Figure A.1.2 provides visualization of B-splines of order 1-4.
(a) k=1
0
1
0/6 3/6 6/6
x
(b) k=2
0
1
0/5 3/5 5/5
x
(c) k=3
0
1
0/4 2/4 4/4
x
(d) k=4
0
1
0/3 2/3 3/3
x
Figure A.1.2.: Plots of Ni,k for i = 1, . . . , 6 with respect to λ = {j/(6+1−k)}6+1−kj=0 .
Definition A.1.12. For j = 1, 2, let aj , bj ∈ R with aj < bj , let λj be a partition
of [aj , bj ], let kj , dj ∈ N with kj < dj and let N j1,kj , . . . , N
j
dj ,kj
be B-splines with
span{N j1,kj , . . . , N
j
dj ,kj
} = Skj ,λj .
Let Ni1,i2,k1,k2 : [a1, b1]× [a2, b2]→ R , ij = 1, . . . , kj , j = 1, 2, be defined by
Ni1,i2,k1,k2(x1, x2) = N
1
i1,k1(x1)N
2
i1,k2(x2) (x1, x2) ∈ [a1, b1]× [a2, b2].
The functions Ni1,i2,k1,k2 , ij = 1, . . . , kj , j = 1, 2 are called surface splines or two-
dimensional B-splines of order (k1, k2).
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A.2. Estimator
Let (Ω,F , P ) be a probability space and X : Ω → R be a random variable with
E[X4] < ∞. Let X1, . . . , XL, L ∈ N, be L realizations of X, i.e. i.i.d. random
variables with E[X41 ] <∞.
To estimate sample mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis we define the
following estimators.
Definition A.2.1.
X¯ := Mean(X) :=
1
L
L∑
`=1
X` (A.2.1a)
and with
µn(X) :=
1
L
L∑
`=1
(X` − X¯)n, n = 2, 3, 4
let
StDev(X) := (µ2(X))
1/2 (A.2.1b)
Skew(X) :=
µ3(X)
(µ2(X))
3/2
(A.2.1c)
Kurt(X) :=
µ4(X)
(µ2(X))
2 − 3. (A.2.1d)
A shorter notation for Mean is m and for StDev it is s.
A.3. Black-Scholes formula
Let ϕ : R ∪ {±∞} → R and N : R ∪ {±∞} → R be functions defined by
ϕ(x) :=
{
1
2pie
−x2
2 if x ∈ R
0 if x = ±∞
and
N(x) :=

0 if x = −∞
1 if x = +∞
1√
2pi
x∫
−∞
e−
x2
2 dx if x ∈ R.
Definition A.3.1. For S, τ,K, σ > 0 and r ≥ 0 let
bs put price(S, τ ;K, r, σ) := Ke−rτN(−d2)− SN(−d1), (A.3.1)
bs put delta(S, τ ;K, r, σ) := −N(−d1), (A.3.2)
bs gamma(S, τ ;K, r, σ) :=
ϕ(d1)
Sσ
√
τ
, (A.3.3)
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with
d1 :=
ln( SK ) + (r +
σ2
2 )τ
σ
√
τ
, d2 := d1 − σ
√
τ .
The definitions are explained in many textbooks, we refer for instance to [Hul08],
[Wil07] or [WHD95].
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B. Mixed stochastic/deterministic
methods for option pricing
We have investigated the combination of Monte Carlo, quadrature and PDE meth-
ods for pricing basket options in the Black-Scholes model. The derived methods are
introduced for European put options on a basket of three assets. Numerical results
are provided.
The work has been realized in cooperation with Olivier Pironneau and Denis Talay.
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B.1. Introduction
Since the pioneering work of Phelim Boyle [Boy77] Monte Carlo methods have en-
tered and shaped mathematical finance like barely any other method. They are of-
ten appreciated due to their flexibility and applicability in high dimensions although
they go hand in hand with a number of drawbacks: error terms are probabilistic
and a high level of accuracy can be computationally burdensome to achieve. In low
dimensions deterministic methods as quadrature and quadrature based methods
are strong competitors: They often allow deterministic error estimation and give
precise results.
We propose several methods for pricing basket options in a Black-Scholes frame-
work. The methods are based on a combination of Monte Carlo, quadrature and
PDE methods. The key idea is to uncouple the underlying system of stochastic
differential equations (SDEs) and then to apply the last-mentioned methods appro-
priately.
The problem is formulated in section B.2. The system of SDEs which describes the
price of the underlying assets is uncoupled in section B.3. We outline various com-
binations of Monte Carlo, quadrature and PDE methods in section B.4. Numerical
results are presented in section B.5. We have used mixed methods for pricing Euro-
pean put options on a basket of three respectively five assets. In particular we have
used finite elements for the discretization of the Black-Scholes PDE in the spatial
domain. In section B.6 we draw some conclusions.
B.2. Problem formulation
We consider an option, P , on three assets whose dynamics are determined by the
following system of stochastic differential equations: for i = 1, 2, 3
dSi,t = Si,t(rdt+ dWi,t), t > 0 (B.2.1)
with initial condition Si,t=0 = Si,0, Si,0 ∈ R+. The parameter r, r ∈ R≥0, is
constant and Wi :=
3∑
j=1
aijBj are linear combinations of standard Brownian motions
Bj such that
Cov [Wi,t,Wj,t] = ρijσiσjt, t > 0.
We further assume that Ξ := (ρijσiσj)
3
i,j=1 is symmetric positive definite with
ρii = 1 and ρij ∈ (−1, 1) otherwise.
The coefficients aij , aij ∈ R, have to be chosen such that
Cov
[
Wi,t,Wj,t
]
= E [Wi,tWj,t]
= E [(ai1B1,t + ai2B2,t + ai3B3,t)(aj1B1,t + aj2B2,t + aj3B3,t)]
= ai1aj1E
[
B21,t
]
+ ai2aj2E
[
B22,t
]
+ ai3aj3E
[
B23,t
]
= (ai1aj1 + ai2aj2 + ai3aj3)t, t > 0
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or equivalently such that
AAT = Ξ
where A := (aij)
3
i,j=1. Without loss of generality we may set the strict upper
triangular components of A to zero and find
A =

σ1 0 0
σ2ρ21 σ2
√
1− ρ212 0
σ3ρ31 σ3
ρ32−ρ21ρ31√
1−ρ212
σ3
√
1− ρ231 −
(
ρ32−ρ21ρ31√
1−ρ212
)2
 .
The option P has maturity T , T ∈ R+, strike K, K ∈ R+ and payoff function
ϕ : R3+ → R,
ϕ(x) =
(
K −
3∑
i=1
xi
)+
x = (x1, x2, x3)
T ∈ R3+.
The Black-Scholes price of P at time 0 is
P0 = e
−rTE∗
(K − 3∑
i=1
Si,T
)+ (B.2.2)
where E∗ denotes the expectation with respect to the risk-neutral measure.
B.3. The uncoupled system
In order to combine different types of methods (Monte Carlo, quadrature and/or
PDE methods) we will uncouple the SDEs in (B.2.1). We start with a change of
variable to logarithmic prices. Let si,t := log(Si,t), i = 1, 2, 3, then Itoˆ’s lemma
shows that
dsi,t = ridt+ dWi,t t > 0 (B.3.1)
with initial condition si,t=0 = si,0 := log(Si,0). The parameters ri, i = 1, 2, 3, have
been defined as ri = r− a
2
i1
2 −
a2i2
2 −
a2i3
2 = r−
σ2i
2 . In the rest of this section the time
index of any object is omitted to simplify the notation.
We note that equation (B.3.1) can be written as
ds1 − r1dt
ds2 − r2dt
ds3 − r3dt
 =

a11 0 0
a21 a22 0
a31 a32 a33


dB1
dB2
dB3
 .
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Then, uncoupling reduces to Gaussian elimination. Using the Frobenius matrices
F1 :=

1 0 0
−a21a11 1 0
−a31a11 0 1
 and F2 :=

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 −a32a22 1

we write
F2F1(ds+ rdt) = Diag(a11, a22, a33)dB
where s = (s1, s2, s3)
T , r = (r1, r2, r3)
T and B = (B1, B2, B3)
T . We set L−1 :=
F2F1 and define
s˜ := L−1s and S˜ := eL
−1s.
Remark B.3.1. i) The processes s˜1, s˜2 and s˜3 are independent of each other; analog
S˜1, S˜2 and S˜3.
ii) Let r˜ := L−1r then
ds˜ = r˜dt+ Diag(a11, a22, a33)dB.
iii) The coupled system expressed in terms of the uncoupled system is s = Ls˜.
iv) In the next section we will make use of the triangular structure of L = (Lij)
3
i,j=1
and L−1 = ((L−1)ij)3i,j=1,
L =

1 0 0
a21
a11
1 0
a31
a11
a32
a22
1
 and L−1 =

1 0 0
−a21a11 1 0
a21a32
a11a22
− a31a11 a32a22 1

v) The notation has been symbolic and the derivation heuristic.
B.4. Mixed methods
We describe nine combinations of Monte Carlo, quadrature and/or PDE methods.
Convention B.4.1. If Z is a stochastic process, we denote by Zm, m ∈ N, a realiza-
tion of the process. Let NMC , NMC ∈ N, stand for a fixed number of Monte Carlo
drawings.
Basic methods
i) MC3 method: Simulate NMC trajectories of (S1, S2, S3). An approximation
of the option price P0 is
P a0 := e
−rT 1
NMC
NMC∑
m=1
ϕ(Sm1,T , S
m
2,T , S
m
3,T ).
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ii) QUAD3 method: In order to use a quadrature formula we replace the risk
neutral measure in
P0 = e
−rTE∗
[(
K − e(Ls˜T )1 − e(Ls˜T )2 − e(Ls˜T )3
)+]
by the Lebesgue-measure. Note,
s˜i,t ∼ N(µi,t, a2iit), 1 ≤ i ≤ 3
where µi,t = s˜i,0 + r˜it. Let fi,t be the density of s˜i,t, i.e.
fi,t(xi) =
1√
2piaii
√
t
e
− 1
2
(
xi−µi,t
aii
√
t
)2
, xi ∈ R, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.
Due to the independence of s˜1,t, s˜2,t and s˜3,t, the density of(
K − e(Ls˜T )1 − e(Ls˜T )2 − e(Ls˜T )3
)+
is
(x1, x2, x3) 7→ f1,T (x1)f2,T (x2)f3,T (x3), (x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3.
The formula for the option price becomes
P0 = e
−rT
∫
R3
(
K − e(Lx)1 − e(Lx)2 − e(Lx)3
)+
f1,T (x1)f2,T (x2)f3,T (x3)dx.
Now, a quadrature formula can be used to compute the integral.
The methods which are based on a combination of quadrature and some other
method will be presented for the case where the trapezoidal rule is used. Next we
show how the trapezoidal rule can be used to compute the integral. This allows us
to introduce the notation for the description of methods which are combinations of
quadrature and some other method(s).
To compute the integral we truncate the domain of integration to κ, κ ∈ N, standard
deviations around the means µ1,T , µ2,T and µ3,T . Let
xi,0 = µi,T − κa2ii
xi,n = xi,0 + nδxi, n = 1, . . . , NQ,
1 ≤ i ≤ 3, where δxi = 2κNQ , NQ ∈ N.
The option price P0 is then approximated by
P a0 := e
−rT
N∑
n1,n2,n3=1
(
3∏
i=1
χniδxifi,T (xi,ni)
)(
K − e(Lxn)1 − e(Lxn)2 − e(Lxn)3
)+
where xn := (x1,n1 , x2,n2 , x3,n3)
T and
χn =
{
0.5 if n = 0 or n = NQ
1 otherwise.
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Combination of two methods
iii) MC2-PDE1 method: Note,
P0 = e
−rTE∗
[(
K − S1,T − S2,T − S−2(L
−1)31
1,T S
−(L−1)32
2,T S˜3,T
)+]
= e−rTE∗
[(
K¯ − ˜˜S3,T
)+]
where
K¯ := K − S1,T − S2,T
and ˜˜S3 is the solution of the stochastic initial value problem
d ˜˜S3,t =
˜˜S3,t
(
˜˜r3dt+ a33dB3,t
)
˜˜S3,t=0 = αS˜3,0
with parameters ˜˜r3 := r˜3 +
a233
2 and α = S
−2(L−1)31
1,T S
−(L−1)32
2,T .
The method is then: Simulate NMC realizations of (S1, S2) and set K¯
m = K −
Sm1,T − Sm2,T and αm = Sm1,T−2(L
−1)31Sm2,T
−(L−1)32 . Compute an approximation of P0
by
P a0 :=
1
NMC
NMC∑
m=1
u(x3, t; K¯
m)|x3=αmS˜3,0,t=T
where u is the solution of the initial value problem for the one dimensional Black-
Scholes PDE with parametrized (β) initial condition
∂u
∂t
− (a33x3)
2
2
∂2u
∂x23
− ˜˜r3x3 ∂u
∂x3
+ ˜˜r3u = 0 in Ω× (0, T ) (B.4.1a)
u(t = 0) = u0 in Ω (B.4.1b)
where Ω = R+ and
u0(x3;β) := (β − x3)+, x3 > 0.
iv) QUAD2-PDE1 method: Note,
P0 = e
−rT
∫
R2
E∗
[(
K − eL11x1 − eL21x1+L22x2 − eL31x1+L32x2eL33s˜3,T )+]
f1,T (x1)f2,T (x2)dx1dx2.
The option price P0 is approximated by
P a0 :=
NQ∑
n1,n2=1
(
2∏
i=1
χniδxifi,T (xi,ni)
)
u(x3, t; K¯n1n2)|x3=αn1n2 S˜3,0,t=T
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where
K¯n1n2 := K − eL11x1,n1 − eL21x1,n1+L22x2,n2 ,
αn1n2 := e
L31x1,n1+L32x2,n2
and u denotes the solution of (B.4.1).
v) MC1-PDE2 method: Note,
P0 = e
−rTE∗
[(
K − S1,T − S2,T − S−2(L
−1)31
1,T S
−(L−1)32
2,T S˜3,T
)+]
.
Simulate NMC realizations of S˜3. The option price P0 is then approximated by
P a0 :=
1
NMC
NMC∑
m=1
u(x1, x2, t; S˜
m
3,T )|x1=S1,0,x2=S2,0,t=T
where u denotes the solution of the initial value problem for the two dimensional
Black-Scholes PDE with parameterized (β) initial condition
u0(x1, x2, 0;β) =
(
K − x1 − x2 − x−2(L
−1)31
1 x
−(L−1)32
2 β
)+
, x1, x2 > 0.
The problem is
∂u
∂t
−
2∑
i,j=1
xixj%ij
∂u
∂xi
∂u
∂xj
− r
2∑
i=1
xi
∂u
∂xi
+ ru = 0 in Ω× (0, T ) (B.4.2a)
u(t = 0) = u0 in Ω (B.4.2b)
where Ω = R+ × R+ and
% = (%ij)i,j=1...3 =
1
2
(
a211 a11a21
a11a21 a
2
21 + a
2
22
)
. (B.4.3)
vi) QUAD1-PDE2 method: Note,
P0 = e
−rT
∫
R
E∗
[(
K − S1,T − S2,T − S−2(L
−1)31
1,T S
−(L−1)32
2,T e
x3
)+]
f3,T (x3)dx3.
With the notation from above another approximation of the option price P0 is
P a0 :=
NQ∑
n=1
δx3f3,T (x3,n)e
−rTE∗
[(
K − S1,T − S2,T − S2(L
−1)31
1,T S
−(L−1)32
2,T e
x3,n
)+]
=
NQ∑
n=1
δx3f3,T (x3,n)u(x1, x2, t;x3,n)|x1=S1,0,x2=S2,0,t=T
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where u is the solution of the initial value problem (B.4.2).
vii) MC1-QUAD2 method: Reformulating equation (B.2.2) we deduce
P0 = e
−rTE∗
∫
R2
(
K − e(Lx)1 − e(Lx)2 − eL31x1+L32x2+s˜3,T
)+
f1,T (x1)f2,T (x2)dx1dx2
and obtain the following method:
Compute NMC realizations of s˜3,T and approximate P0 by
P a0 := e
−rT 1
NMC
NQ∑
n1,n2=1
NMC∑
m=1
(
2∏
i=1
χniδxifi,T (xi,ni)
)
(
K − ex1,n1 − eL21x1,n1+x2,n2 − eL31x1,n1+L32x2,n2+s˜m3,T
)+
.
viii) MC2-QUAD1 method: Note,
P0 = e
−rT
∫
R
E∗
[(
K − S1,T − S2,T − S−2(L
−1)31
1,T S
−(L−1)32
2,T e
x3
)+]
f3,T (x3)dx3.
The method is: simulate NMC realizations of (S1, S2) and compute
P a0 := e
−rT 1
NMC
NMC∑
m=1
NQ∑
n=1
χnδx3f3,T (x3,n)(
K − Sm1,T − Sm2,T − Sm1,T−2(L
−1)31Sm2,T
−(L−1)32ex3,n
)+
.
Combination of three methods
ix) MC1-QUAD1-PDE1 method: Note,
P0 =
∫
R
f2,T (x2)e
−rTE∗
[(
K − es˜1,T − eL21s˜1,T+x2
− e(−2(L−1)31−(L−1)32L21)s˜1,T−(L−1)32x2S˜3,T
)+]
dx2.
An approximation to P0 is then
P a0 :=
1
NMC
NMC∑
m=1
NQ∑
n=1
χ2δx2f2,T (x2,n)u(x3, t; K¯
m
n )|x3=αmn S˜3,0,t=T
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where
K¯mn := K − es˜
m
1,T − eL21s˜m1,T+x2,n2
αmn := e
(−2(L−1)31−(L−1)32L21)s˜m1,T−(L−1)32x2,n
and u denotes the solution of (B.4.1).
B.5. Numerical Results
This section provides a documentation of numerical results. We have considered
European put options on baskets of three and five assets and used mixed methods
to compute their price. If the method is stochastic, i.e. if part of it is Monte Carlo
simulation, then we have run the method with different seed values several times
(NS) and computed mean (m) and standard deviation (s) of the price estimates.
If the method is deterministic, we have chosen the discretization parameters such
that the first three digits of P a0 remained fix while the discretization parameters
have been further refined. Instead solving the one-dimensional Black-Scholes PDE
we have used the Black-Scholes formula.
i) European put on three assets: The problem is to compute the price of a
European put option on a basket of three asset in the framework outlined in §B.2.
We have chosen the parameters as follows: K = 150, T = 1, r = 0.05,
ρ =

1 −0.1 −0.2
−0.1 1 −0.3
−0.2 −0.3 1
 ,
σ =
(
0.3 0.2 0.25
)T
,
S0 =
(
55 50 45
)T
.
We have used various (mixed) methods to compute approximations to P0 (see
(B.2.2)).
We have used FreeFem++1 and C++ for the implementation of the methods. If the
two-dimensional Black-Scholes PDE had to be solved, we have used FreeFem++ and
otherwise C++. The implementation in FreeFem++ requires a localization and the
weak formulation of the Black-Scholes PDE. The triangulation of the computational
domain and the discretization of the Black-Scholes PDE by conforming P1 finite
elements is done by FreeFem++.
A reference result for P0 has been computed using the Monte Carlo method with
107 drawings.
1FreeFem++ is a high level integrated development environment for the numerical solution of par-
tial differential equations. It is a free software based on the Finite Element Method. It has been
developed by Fre´de´ric Hecht, Olivier Pironneau and others, see http://www.freefem.org/ff++/
for further information.
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The numerical results are displayed in Table B.5.1. One can see that the compu-
tational load for the PDE2 methods (MC1-PDE2, QUAD1-PDE2) is much larger
than for the other methods. Furthermore the results seem to be less precise than
in the other cases. The results have been obtained very fast if just quadrature
(QUAD3) or quadrature in combination with the Black-Scholes formula (QUAD2-
PDE1) has been used. In these cases the results seem to be very precise although
the discretization has been coarse (NQ = 12). Comparison of the results obtained
by the MC3 method with the results obtained by the MC2-PDE1 method shows
that the last mentioned seems to be superior. The computing time is about equal
but the standard deviation is for MC2-PDE1 much less than for MC3.
Method Parameter Results
MC PDE QUAD NMC NQ NFE NS m s τ
3 - - 107 - - 10 3.988 0.002 22.46
3 - - 25000 - - 100 3.994 0.046 0.147
2 1 - 25000 - - 100 3.989 0.029 0.162
1 2 - 100 - 2601 10 3.886 0.195 372.5
- - 3 - 12 - - 3.984 - 0.005
- 1 2 - 12 - - 3.987 - 0.005
- 2 1 - 12 2601 - 4.016 - 42.24
1 - 2 25000 12 - 100 3.991 0.022 2.723
2 - 1 25000 12 - 100 3.987 0.032 0.369
1 1 1 25000 12 - 100 3.990 0.023 0.514
Table B.5.1.: Columns 1-3: the method used to approximate P0; column 4-7: the
discretization parameters: NMC the number of Monte Carlo drawings,
NQ the number subintervals (trapezoidal rule), NFE the number of
vertices of the triangulation (finite element method), NS the number
of samples used to compute the mean (m) and the standard deviation
(s); columns 8-10: the numerical results: in column 8 the (mean)
of P a0 , in column 9 the standard deviation of P
a
0 , in column 10 the
computing time (for one sample of P a0 )
ii) European put on five assets: Let P be a European put option on a basket
of five assets. We keep the same notation as introduced in §B.2, i.e. the maturity
of the option is T , the strike is K and the payoff function is here
ϕ(x) :=
(
K −
5∑
i=1
xi
)+
x = (xi)
5
i=1 ∈ R5+.
The system of stochastic differential equations which describes the dynamics of the
underlying assets has the same form as in (B.2.1). We have set K = 250, T = 1,
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r = 0.05,
ρ =

1 −0.37 −0.40 −0.44 −0.50
−0.37 1 −0.50 −0.46 −0.05
−0.40 −0.50 1 0.51 0.29
−0.44 −0.46 0.51 1 0.20
−0.50 −0.05 0.29 0.20 1

,
σ =
(
0.3 0.275 0.25 0.225 0.2
)T
,
S0 =
(
40 45 50 55 60
)T
.
We approximated the price of P at time 0 by various (mixed) methods. The
results are displayed in Table B.5.2. One can see that for all tested methods the
(mean) price has been close (±0.003) to the reference price (1.159). Since NQ = 10
turned out to be enough the computational effort has been very low for QUAD5
and QUAD4-PDE1. In the case the method is stochastic, deterministic methods
allowed to reduce the variance, cf. MC4-QUAD1 and MC4-PDE1-QUAD1.
Method Parameter Results
MC PDE QUAD NMC NQ NS m s τ
5 - - 107 - 10 1.159 0.001 27.67
5 - - 25000 - 100 1.161 0.019 0.162
4 - 1 25000 - 100 1.156 0.015 0.174
- - 5 - 10 - 1.161 - 0.082
- 1 4 - 10 - 1.159 - 0.036
3 1 1 25000 10 100 1.158 0.013 0.442
Table B.5.2.: Columns 1-3: the method used to approximate P0; column 4-6: the
discretization parameters: NMC the number of Monte Carlo drawings,
NQ the number subintervals (trapezoidal rule), NS the number of
samples used to compute the mean (m) and the standard deviation
(s); columns 7-9: the numerical results: in column 7 the (mean) of P a0 ,
in column 8 the standard deviation of P a0 , in column 9 the computing
time (for one sample of P a0 )
B.6. Conclusion
We have proposed to combine stochastic (Monte Carlo) and deterministic (quadra-
ture and PDE) methods for the valuation of European options on a basket of assets.
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We have chosen a basket of three assets and a standard payoff function for the pre-
sentation of the methods. Numerical results have been provided for a basket of
three and five assets.
Other payoff functions may require some modifications in the discretization process.
We have not investigated the case when volatilities are time and/or space depended.
This could be future work.
The numerical results have shown that the combinations of the Monte Carlo method
with quadrature and/or the Black-Scholes formula is advantageous. Using quadra-
ture and the Black-Scholes formula reduces the computational load. Compared to
standard Monte Carlo, the speed-up can be of factor 50 (see Table B.5.1). Further
numerical experiments are, however, required to see whether quadrature is still
competitive if the payoff function is more complicated. In this case precise results
may only be obtained if NQ is chosen larger.
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Numerical methods for optimization in finance:
optimized hedges for options and optimized options for hedging
Abstract: This dissertation contributes to optimization in finance through nu-
merical methods. The input consists of two parts:
In part 1, we propose a numerical method to compute a trading strategy for the
hedging of a financial derivative with N hedging instruments. The underlying math-
ematical framework is local risk minimization in discrete time. The method com-
bines Monte Carlo simulation with least squares regression in analogy to the method
of Longstaff and Schwartz. We study the proposed method on two example prob-
lems. For both problems the number of hedging instruments is two. One of the
hedging instruments is always the underlying asset of the hedging objective. The
other hedging instrument is a vanilla put option in the first example and a variance
swap in the second example.
In part 2, we propose an optimal control approach for the optimization of European
double barrier basket options. The basket consists of two assets. The objective is
to control the payoff and the rebate at the upper barrier such that the delta of the
option is as close as possible to a predefined constant. This gives rise to a con-
trol constrained optimal control problem for the (two-dimensional) Black-Scholes
equation with Dirichlet boundary control and finite time control. Based on the
variational formulation of the problem in an appropriate Sobolev space setting, we
prove the existence of a unique solution and state the first order necessary opti-
mality conditions. Discretization in space by P1 finite elements and discretization
in time by the backward Euler scheme results in a fully discrete optimal control
problem. Numerical results illustrate the benefits optimized double barrier options.
Numerische Verfahren zur Optimierung in der Finanzwirtschaft:
optimierte Absicherungsstrategien fu¨r Optionen und
optimierte Optionen zur Absicherung
Zusammenfassung: Diese Dissertation tra¨gt mittels numerischer Verfahren zur
Optimierung in der Finanzwirtschaft bei. Die Dissertation besteht aus zwei Teilen.
Im ersten Teil wird ein numerisches Verfahren zur Berechnung von Handelsstra-
tegien vorgestellt. Mit den Strategien lassen sich Derivate mit N Absicherungs-
instrumenten absichern. Die zugrunde liegende mathematische Theorie ist die der
lokalen Risikominimierung in diskreter Zeit. Das Verfahren basiert auf Monte-Carlo-
Simulation und der Methode der kleinsten Quadrate und hat A¨hnlichkeit zum Ver-
fahren von Longstaff und Schwartz. Wir studieren das Verfahren an zwei Beispielen.
In beiden Beispielen gibt es zwei Absicherungsinstrumente wobei eines davon das
dem Derivat zugrunde liegende Gut ist. Das andere Absicherungsinstrument ist
im ersten Beispiel eine Standardverkaufsoption und im zweiten Beispiel ein Vari-
anzswap.
Im zweiten Teil wird ein Optimalsteuerungsansatz zur Optimierung von Europa¨ischen
Korboptionen mit doppelter Schwelle vorgestellt. Der Korb besteht aus zwei Wer-
ten. Das Ziel ist die Auszahlung an der oberen Schwelle und die Auszahlung bei
Fa¨lligkeit derart zu steuern, dass das Delta der Option so nahe wie mo¨glich zu ei-
ner a priori festgelegten Konstanten ist. Das fu¨hrt auf ein steuerungsbeschra¨nktes
Optimalsteuerungsproblem fu¨r die zwei-dimensionale Black-Scholes Gleichung mit
Dirichlet Randsteuerung und Endzeitsteuerung. Basierend auf der Variationsfor-
mulierung des Problems in passenden Sobolev-Ra¨umen zeigen wir die Existenz und
Eindeutigkeit der Lo¨sung. Zudem leiten wir notwenidge Optimalita¨tsbedingungen
erster Ordnung her. Diskretisierung im Raum mit P1 Finiten Elementen und Dis-
kretisierung der Zeit mit dem impliziten Euler-Schema fu¨hrt auf ein volldiskretes
Optimalsteuerungsproblem. Numerische Ergebisse zeugen von den Vorzu¨gen opti-
mierter Europa¨ischer Korboptionen mit doppelter Schwelle.
Me´thodes nume´riques pour l’optimisation en finance :
couverture optimise´e pour des options et
options optimise´es pour la couverture
Re´sume´ : Cette the`se porte sur l’optimisation en finance par des me´thodes
nume´riques. La the`se se pre´sente en deux parties.
Dans la premie`re partie, nous proposons une me´thode nume´rique pour calculer une
strate´gie de trading pour la couverture d’un produit financier de´rive´ avec plusieurs
instruments de couverture. Le cadre mathe´matique sous-jacent est la minimisation
du risque local en temps discret. La me´thode combine la simulation de Monte-
Carlo et la re´gression des moindres carre´s - analogue a` la me´thode de Longstaff
et Schwartz. Nous l’appliquons a` deux exemples particuliers. Les instruments de
couverture sont l’actif sous-jacent, des options vanilles et des swaps de variance.
Dans la seconde partie, nous proposons une approche par controˆle optimal pour
l’optimisation des options paniers a` barrie`re double de type europe´en. Le panier
est constitue´ de deux actifs. L’objectif est de controˆler le versement a` la barrie`re
supe´rieure et le versement a` la date d’e´che´ance de sorte que le delta de l’option soit
aussi proche que possible d’une constante pre´de´finie. Cela donne lieu a` un proble`me
de controˆle optimal de type controˆle restreint pour l’e´quation aux de´rive´es partielles
de Black-Scholes avec des conditions de Dirichlet au bord controˆle´es et de condition
terminale controˆle´e. En utilisant la formulation variationnelle du proble`me dans un
cadre d’espace de Sobolev a` poids, on prouve l’existence et l’unicite´ de la solution.
Les discre´tisations par la me´thode des e´le´ments finis et par le sche´ma d’Euler impli-
cite conduisent a` un proble`me de controˆle optimal entie`rement discret. Des re´sultats
nume´riques pour des proble`mes de test se´lectionne´s illustrent les avantages de cou-
vrir avec des options paniers a` barrie`re double de type europe´en dans le cas des
versements controˆle´s optimals.
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